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Chapter 1
Introduction
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine, through the use
of the ethnographic interview

(Spradley, 1979) , residential

preferences, as well as the stated reasons for relocation of
African American women who live in a predominantly White, Utah
Mormon culture. The "push and pull" factors that impacted the
women's

decisions

to come

to and/or

qualitatively analyzed in some detail.

remain

in Utah

were

The end goal of the

research was to determine whether Utah was perceived as a
desirable residence by and for African American women.

Significance of the Study
Geographic

studies

in

migration,

residential

search

behavior, and residential preference have generally failed to
address the critical and relevant issues of race and gender.
More

specifically,

geographic

studies

have

yet

to

fully

examine the relationship between discrimination, racism and
geographical relocation preference.
In addition, the relocation of residence literature has
been

focused

on

city

or

county

relocation.

Geographic

research that examines relocation preference on a state level
has not been fully examined,
existent.

in fact, it is almost non-

The current study addresses both of the above-

identified gaps in the geographic literature: 1) race and

2
gender;

and 2) state level relocation preference.

While the present study was exploratory in nature, it
provided an initial glimpse into the relationship
race, gender and state level relocation.

between

Further, the study

identified and utilized a qualitative methodology that can be
replicated in order to further explore the relationship.

The

qualitative methodology used would also be useful in other
geographic

studies

emphasizing

the

role

of

culture

in

affecting human decisions that combine to create the world's
geography.

Background Information Regarding
African American Women in Utah
The total population of Utah is 1,722,850 (1990 Census).
Census

data

indicates

that

population of Utah is 11,576
population.

the

total

African

American

or .67 percent of the total

There are 4,737 African American women in Utah

(47 percent of the total African American population) or .58
percent of total female population
distribution).

(see map

I for county

The settlement of African American's in Utah

stems from historical events.

Map I illustrates the high

concentration of African Americans in Davis, Weber, Salt Lake,
and Tooele counties.
for

African

American

Historically, there are three reasons
migration

to

Utah;

Mormon

pioneer

settlement, railroad, and the military.
The Mormon inhabitation left most of its Black pioneers

3
in Salt Lake county.

Although the numbers were still very

small at that time, some prominent Black families in Utah stem
from those first pioneers.

The Transcontinental railroad's

station was located in Weber county.

Due to the railroad's

employment of African Americans, primarily between 1880 and
194 0, there was a large influx of African Americans to Utah.
From the 1890 's to the 1920's military troops composed of all
Black soldiers were stationed in Utah.

The existence of the

Ninth

Infantry

Calvary

and

the

Twenty-fourth

(the

Black

military troops) brought with it African American culture as
well as a larger population.

The second growth in the Black

population due to the military occurred during World War II.
In the 1940's, Morton-Thiokol and Hill Air Force Base brought
African Americans to Davis county and Cache county.
More recent Settlement occurred in other counties because
of mining or educational facilities. Tooele county and Carbon
county both have mining facilities which provide employment
for African Americans migrating to Utah.
Iron

county

both

have

Universities

Cache county and

which

population of African American's to Utah.

draw

a

higher

The numbers on map

I, under the county name represent the total number of African
Americans

in

that

county

and

show

that

even

though

percentage my be high the actual numbers are still small.

the

Precentages of African
Americans in Utah

X CACHE\
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Table 1, shows the growth rate of the African American
female/male

population

in

proportion

to

the

total

Utah

population from 1850 to 1990.
TABLE I
i|
African American Population in Proportion to Total Utah j|
||
Population (1850 to 1990)
||
1850

1,176

4,737

5,334

135,062

341,226

855,759

26

454

1,553

6,839

6,046

141,687

374,636

50

672

2,788

11,579

11,380

276,749

715,962

1,722,850

0.43%

0.24%

0.38%

Total Black Pop
1 Total Utah Pop
% OF Black POP.
| TO TOTAL POP.

1990

218

Black Male
I Utah Male Pop

1950

24

Black Female
1 Utah Female Pop

1900

1

855,759 |

0.67% j

Table 2, identifies the education level of the current
female population in Utah (16 years old and above) . The table
divides the female population into three categories; 1) Black
females, 2) White females, and 3) total female population.
The last row in Table 2 indicates that 62 percent of African
American women in Utah have had some college education, while
only 59 percent of White women in Utah have had some college
education.

Sixty percent of African American men have had

some college education while 64 percent of White men have had
some college education.

African American women rank second

only to White men as having the highest level of education in
Utah (Census 1990, EEO File).
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TABLE 2
Level of Female Education in Utah, 1990
(16 years old and above)
Black Female

Education
|| Level

White Female

J

Total Female j!

Not H.S.
| Graduate

12%

13%

14%

High School
| Graduate

26%

28%

28%

jj

47%

42%

41%

jj

Bachelor's
|| Degree

11%

14%

13%

jj

Graduate
1 Degree

.4%

.4%

.4%

% OF POP
W/SOME
1 COLLEGE +

62%

59%

57%

Some

1 College

||

Figure 1 shows the percentage of Black and White families
living

under

the poverty

level.

When

comparing

married

couples living in poverty within both races the difference is
minimal.

Black single female headed families have the highest

population

living under poverty.

difference

between

White

and

Black

There

is a

single

16 percent

female

headed

families and a 45 percent difference between Black male headed
families and Black female headed families.

The difference

between Black and White male headed families is 3 percent,
with Black males having less of a population living below the
poverty level. (Census 1990, 3A).

Figure 1: Households Living Under Poverty Level, UT, 1990
6O-1

BMCF

•

IS
H

WMCF

BSFHF
WSFHF
Type of Family

BSMHF

Legend

Black Married Couple Family

m

White Married Couple Family

Black Single Female Headed Family

|

White Single Female Headed Family

Black Single Male Headed Family

|

White Single Male Headed Family

WSMHF
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The Census breaks income level down by race or gender but
not by both.

There are almost twice as many

(3 9 percent)

African American households in Utah earning incomes under the
National Poverty Levels (Table IV) than there are White Utahns
(21 percent) .

One in three Blacks in Utah are poor, and

nearly 40 percent of Utah's Black children are poor (Poverty
In Utah Report, 1993).

Most African Americans earn between

15,000 to 24,999 while most Whites earn between 35,000 to
49,999 (Census 1990, 3A) . This large discrepancy in earnings
may attribute

for part of the large population of single

African American women heads of household who are living under
the poverty level.

TABLE IV
UTAH HOUSEHOLD INCOME 1989

1

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Black

White

II

Less than 5,000

12%

4%

!

5,000 to 9,999

16%

8%

j

10,000 to 14,999

11%

9%

J|

|!

15,000 to 24,999

20%

19%

j

j

25,000 to 34,999

13%

19%

(I

35,000 to 49,999

16%

20%

1

50,000 to 74,999

8%

14%

75,000 to 99,999

3%

4%

100,000 or more

1%

3%

|

||

1
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The United States Census statistics on African American
women show the average educational level to be 33 percent with
some college which is much lower then Utah's 62 percent.

On

a national average 42 percent of the population of White women
have

had

some

American

men

college
have

while

had

some

only

28 percent

college.

Even

of

African

though

the

statistics are similar when comparing African American men and
women on a national scale for education to Utah's educational
attainment, there is still a unique situation in Utah with
African American women having more education then White women.
This situation is further complicated by the fact that there
is a larger population of African American women living in
poverty in Utah then the overall national level.
in

Utah

African

education

American

have

a

higher

than White women or Black men, yet

constitute

the

living

poverty.

in

women

Therefore,

largest

group
This

of

single parent

research

project

level
they

of

still

households
is

not

a

statistical analysis of the population of African Americans in
Utah, and therefore, can provide no theoretical analysis for
this situation.

Theoretical Framework
Phenomenology
theories

"...that

and

existentialism

herald

the

are

liberation

philosophical
plea

of

lived

experience, appealing for more concrete descriptions of space
and

time,

and

their

meanings

in

everyday

human

living"

10
(Buttimer, 1976, p.278).
questions:

These theories beg the following

"How do African American women perceive Utah?" and

"What meanings do they place on their relocation choices, as
well

as

their

everyday

human

living

experiences?"

Phenomenology and existentialism, although acknowledged by
most working in the field of geography, have generally not
been respected and have been underutilized

(Billinge, 1977,

p. 58) . Perhaps this can be best explained by their challenge
of

the

legitimacy

of

reductionism,

rationality,

and

the

separation of "subjects" and "objects", which contradicts the
accepted scientific method of research that is most prevalent
in geography today (Buttimer, 1976, p.278).
Mark Billinge, in his article
Phenomenology

and

Historical

In Search

Geography

of

Negativism:

paraphrases

Edmund

Husserl, a twentieth-century German philosopher, explaining
best

why

positive

science

[quantitative

science]

is

not

capable of dealing with the "human experience."
...experiences and events are often obscure,
ill defined, ephemeral and, above all, by
their
very
nature
often
unquantifiable.
Husserl argued that it was for this reason
that positivism chose to ignore experience as
such, whilst he himself maintained that the
unique and illusive constitution of experience
in no way reduced it's legitimacy as an object
of study(1977 p.57).
Although Billinge goes on to attack phenomenology for having
no methodology that is applicable to field research, he does
not

de-legitimize the idea that a new science was necessary

for studying the human experience.

The present study emerged

11
from

a

theoretical

framework

based

in

phenomenology

and

existentialism, and took shape in the qualitative methodology
known as ethnography.

Ethnography

Ethnography is a qualitative approach to research with
its

theoretical

phenomenology.

framework

lying

close

to

that

of

The unique philosophy of ethnography is that

the researcher becomes the measurement instrument.

Informants

describe their culture to the researcher; the researcher,
therefore, is the student and the informant is the teacher.
Similar

to

phenomenology,

ethnography

acknowledges

the

subjectivity of the researcher's own perceptions in her work,
as well as the informant's.
ethnography

empowers

the

In contrast to phenomenology,
informant

by

allowing

her

to

determine and depict the characteristics that qualify her
culture.

The

step

by

step

process

of

ethnographic

interviewing explained by Spradley (1979) provides a physical
method of research where phenomenology is void of method.
The

advantages

of

using

ethnography

in

geographic

research are derived from its aptitude for explaining the
human experience

in greater depth due to its

qualitative

nature, and its ability to be replicated.

Spradley's (1979)

Developmental

model

Research

Sequence

(DRS)

creates

a

systematic examination and analysis of the culture as its
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parts relate to the whole.
The DRS method required a domain analysis of
initial transcripts to identify categories or
domains, and the use of structural and
contrast questions to clarify and expand the
domains.
The initial domain analysis was
followed by a taxonomic analysis or an indepth look at a few specific domains.
Once
again, structural and contrast questions were
utilized to clarify and expand the important
domains (Gerdes 1993 p.63).
The

(DRS) model provides a scientific method for examining

complex issues that require an in-depth look into personal
experience.
Ethnographic research is cyclical

(Sells, Smith, Coe,

Yoshioka, & Robbins, 1993) in that the data collection and
analysis process are interwoven.

The researcher will migrate

from data collection to analysis and back again, throughout
the project (Gerdes, 1993 p.62).

This creates a relationship

where the informants are working with the researcher to fill
in

all

missing

information.

The

informants

cultural

experiences are being transmitted through their language and
the

cultural

symbols

they

choose

to

represent

in

their

interviews.
The final product of a standard ethnography as described
by Spradley (1979) delves into a culture and belief system,
"The

concepts

and

meanings

of

informants

permeate

the

description and give one a profound sense of being on the
inside of another way of life" (p. 32) .

The written report

uses both direct quotes and/or the language of informants in

13
aiding the reader to experience the culture.
This format provides unique insights into the study of
cultural geography. In a geographical study on development
conducted

by

ethnographic

C.

Katz,

research

she

that

argues

that

it

the geopolitical

is

power

through
of

the

'First World7 and it's predominantly patriarchal leadership,
stifles

the potential

of

Manzumdar,

in his article

Cubicle'

the

:

Phenomenon

'Third World'

'Sir,
of

development.

Please
Environmental

do

not

Take

S.

my

Deprivation,

stresses the importance of using ethnographic research to gain
a better understanding of mircrosocial ecological perspective.
Although ethnography has been used by geographers for the last
several years

it is still not as widely accepted

as the

scientific method.

Limitations
Le Compte and Goetz (1982) have argued that ethnographic
research is reliable only to the extent that it is based on
agreement in the composition and description of events.

This

stands in opposition to the counting or frequency of events
that is used in quantitative research (Gerdes, 1993 p.74).
Reliability of any qualitative research project is therefore
subject to the same criticism.

The researcher feels that this

study accomplishes its original objectives, but is limited
from extending beyond that without the reliability decreasing.
Another obvious problem with the reliability of this
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research project lies with the uniqueness of Utah's religious
environment.

The researcher does not intend for this project

to be generalized

outside

of Utah to the

entire

African

American population, but instead believes it to be a starting
point for future research.
any

future

findings

The researcher does believe that

within

Utah

on

the

four

domains

established in this research project will prove similar to
those cited here.
The following chapter discuses the exact application of
ethnography

to

this

research

project.

It

opens

with

a

thorough description of the setting in which the interviews
take place, then provides an explanation of the
method employed.
provides

their

sampling

It describes the informants and a table

statistical

information.

explaining the data collection process.

It

concludes

by
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Chapter 2
Methodology
Setting
Utah was chosen as the setting for the study (see map 2)
because of its predominantly White culture and its religious
environment.
women--in

a

By examining a sub-culture--African American
dominant

culture--White

LDS--one

is

able

to

examine the relationships of minority persons, one to another,
within their own culture, as well as the reactions of the
minority culture as a whole to the dominant culture.

The

relevance of examining a sub-culture or a minority group is a
better understanding of their culture and the discrimination
they face. The interviews were held either in the informant's
work

place

or

their

home,

with

the

exception

of

three

interviews taking place in cafes.
Sampling Method
The snowball non-probability sampling method

(Rubin &

Babbie, 1993) was applied in finding the informants necessary
for

research.

Three

initial

contacts

were

made

by

introductions through a professor at Brigham Young University,
a friend in the Ogden area and a support organization involved
in the adoption of African American children by White and
Black parents.

All additional contacts were referred by the

informants themselves.

Informant referrals were abundant in

number; the women wanted to participate and assumed their
friends would too.

X . . • M

S'.:'•".'»V'•'/«'.*•8/» \ \ s/» '.'I
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/ • .. •/ •
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Subjects
The sample consisted of 15 African American women, 10 of whom
were non-Mormon and 5 of whom were Mormon.

Of the 10 non-

Mormon informants 5 grew up in Utah and 5 moved to Utah.
5 of the Mormon informants moved to Utah.

Table V

All

(below)

shows the background statistics for the women involved in the
study.

j!

TABLE V

!

African American Women
YOUNGEST 2 6 AVERAGE 32 j|

AGE

OLDEST

45

MARITAL STATUS

MARRIED

8

SINGLE

7

DIVORCED 5 1

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

HIGH

4

LOW

0

AVERAGE

3 ||

RELIGION

LDS

5

BAPTIST

8

AME

2 ||

EDUCATION

HIGH SCHOOL
OR LOWER 2

SOME
COLLEGE

2

BACHELOR'S j!
DEGREE+ 11 I

LOW

MIDDLE

SOCIOECONOMIC
LEVEL

1

12

UPPER
MIDDLE

2 j

The level of education in the present study was higher than
the average level of education for African American women in
Utah.

Eighty-six percent of the informants had some college

compared to only 62 percent of the total African American
female population with some college.

Of the 15 informants 12

categorized their socioeconomic situations as being middle
class, while 1 informant was a recipient of AFDC

(Aid to

Families with Dependent Children) the other two exceptions

18
categorized

their

socioeconomic

situation

as

upper-middle

class.

Data Collection
The

process

of

collecting

data

consisted

mainly

of

ethnographic interviews with a minimum observation of family
and church activities.
(establishing

The first stage of interviewing, or

the domains),

consisted

of eight

informants

interviewed with the initial question "If you had an African
American girl friend who was thinking about moving to Utah
what would you tell her?"
were

From this question four domains

established. A domain

is a cultural

category

or an

element of the culture that the informant sees as an essential
part of their life experience.

The interviews ranged from 30

minutes to 2 1/2 hours in length.

The average interview for

the "establishing the domains" stage was approximately one
hour and

four minutes.

process

the

four

During this initial
domains

established

interviewing
were

The

Feelings/Perceptions Black Women Experience Living in Utah,
Types

of

Black

Women,

Types

of

White

Women,

and

In the second stage of ethnographic interviewing

(the

Recommendations for Moving to Utah.

subdivision

of

domains)

the

rest

of

the

informants

were

introduced. They were informed--using the native language--of
the previous interviews with African American women and the
domains established.

They had the opportunity of confirming

19
the information or rejecting it.

Of the seven informants

introduced at this stage of the interviewing process, none of
them disagreed with the established domains. One of the women
who was present in the "establishment of domains" stage of
research decided that generalizing about different types of
Black

women

and

different

types

of

White

women

was

not

possible and refrained hereafter from doing so. However, this
women

was

an

excellent

source

for

the

domains

The

Feelings/Perceptions that Black Women Experience Living in
Utah and Recommendations for moving to Utah and was processed
through all stages of the research.

The second stage of

interviews ranged from 45 minutes to 4 hours, with the average
interview lasting 1 hour and 20 minutes.
The third stage of interviewing (exhausting information
on domains and sub-domains) was accomplished through several
methods.

Index cards with the different feelings expressed in

previous interviews were given to the informants to divide
into two piles, those that they could relate to, and those
they could not relate to.

The informants discussed the cards

that were significant to them, whether they were ones they
could relate to or not.

A progressive chart of the different

types of Black women (Figure 2) was given to the informants to
study and comment on.

Through these different methods the

domains and sub-domains were exhausted. The interviews during
the third stage of the process ranged in time between 1 1/2
hours to 6 hours with the average interview lasting 2 hours.
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The next four chapters consists of four sections.
section represents a prominent domain.

Each

The first sections or

domain, The Feelings/Perceptions Black Women Experience Living
in Utah uses excerpts from the interviews to express some of
the prevalent concerns that African American women have about
living in Utah.

The second section or domain, Types of Black

Women Living in Utah was divided into several sub-domains:
Mormon; non-Mormon; East side/West side; professional/welfare;
angry that Black men date White women.
discussed

by

using

both

researcher's analysis.

the

Those sub-domains are

informants

dialect

and

the

The third section or domain, Types of

White Women Living in Utah, follows a pattern similar to that
of section two. The sub-domains are: Mormon; non-Mormon; nonracist.

The final section or domain, Recommendations to Move

to Utah addresses the issue surrounding the further relocation
of African American women to Utah as prescribed by the present
population.
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CHAPTER 3

The Feelings/Perceptions
Black Women Experience Living In Utah
The following domain is compiled from the
information

on

interviewing.

the
The

domains

and

sub-domains)

feelings/perceptions

(exhausting
stage

expressed

of

in

the

(establishing the domains) stage of interviewing, were placed
on index cards and shown to the informants.

The feelings/

perceptions included: being made to feel like a traitor or
disloyal to your race; sad; feeling discriminated
(i.e,

racism

and

prejudice);

feeling

lack

of

against

diversity;

feeling "like I don't fit in"; weary/tired; uncomfortable;
feeling peculiar or different; frustrated or fed up; feeling
relatively safe; isolated; hated; feeling
feeling trapped in race issues.

Subjects

separate/lonely;

were instructed to

divide the cards in two piles--those they could relate to and
those they could not relate to.

Then they were asked to

discuss the cards that were significant to them.
The following section contains actual excerpts from the
interviews
perceptions

in which

the women

on the cards.

spoke

by

the

excerpts.

the

The title of each

perception expressed by the informant
followed

about

The

feelings/
feeling

is listed and

feelings/perceptions

or

then
are

arranged in a manner to introduce the reader to some of the
more important issues that face Black women in Utah.
In the following responses, and in many other responses
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throughout this paper, no identifying information is given for
reasons of confidentiality.

TRAITOR:
Response 1:
Traitor, I had one psychologist...one of her closing comments
was that I had turned my back on the Black race by joining
the LDS
Church, and that I didn't want to associate with
being Black. I was still living in a Black community. Even
now I'm very active in the Black community, but it just so
happens that I choose not
to go to a Black church, and I
don't think that's any different than Blacks who choose not
to go to church at all. It's not that
they go to the LDS Church, but they don't go to a Black
church. I still feel Black without being a member of a Black
church, or that congregation.
But as far as community
organizations and all, I'm still involved.
Response 2:
Traitor, I could see
on any professional
that you have sold
are that you can't

that. I think there's a constant pressure
African American that is in the system
out to a certain extent to get where you
be both.

Response 3:
Traitor. I did have one interesting experience with a White
LDS family who said, "I don't understand how you can possibly
be Black and be a Latter-day Saint. I mean, look at this and
look
at this, and look at this." I said, "Do you have a
testimony?" They said, "Yes." I said, "So do I. That's why
I'm a Latter-day
Saint, because I have a testimony, not
because of what a group of people have done or not done to my
people." That was really interesting. She came right up to
me and she's all, "I can't even believe you could possibly
be."
I thought, that's somebody
who obviously doesn't
understand the Church.
Response 4:
Definitely African Americans, especially those who were
brought up here, definitely do feel like we're [Mormon Black
women] traitors, that we've sold ourselves down the river
culturally. That we have to be Black-White people, Oreos, in
order to exist. They don't believe that we can keep our sense
of cultural identity.
Albeit I'll grant them that it's
extremely difficult to do it. Those of us who have insisted
on keeping our cultural identity have not merged as
successfully with the majority group as some of those who
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have, you know, decided to put aside their identity.
And
it's, I think they felt it's just easier to become like
everyone else than to stand up and be who you are. I kind of
feel sorry for those African Americans who have chosen that
route. But I do know of many instances of people who have
just tried so hard to fit in, and they're not going to ever
fit in. They don't understand that no matter what they give
up, they're visible, they're there, and there's only going to
be a certain point, and that's really quite sad that some
people have chosen to do that.
It makes the rest of the
community think that we really are traitors. They think that
we don't listen to the same music. They don't think we have
the same choices of heroes, of people that we emulate. If
we're LDS, then we can't like Martin Luther King, and if we're
LDS then we don't go see Black people in movies. We don't do
this and we don't that. They have all of these ideas. I
wonder what they would do if they really knew us. My friends
that are Black that are not from Utah and who could care less,
don't find any change in me. I'm the same person that I was.
I still have those friendships and I cherish those
friendships.
They'll ask me every now and then about
something that they've heard about the Church, and then that's
it.
They're still strong in deep friendships.
But it's
because of the label traitor. And that's exactly what it is.
That's exactly how we're perceived, as traitors, that we've
turned our back on our people and on our culture to be in the
White man's church. That's how this church is perceived in
African American communities in Utah, as a White man's church.
Interesting. A perception grounded in a lot of what they see
makes that perception for them true.
Response 5:
Traitor, you know what, I have actually called a person a
traitor, not to his face, but he was an African American male
that was Mormon, and I called him a traitor but not to his
face.
I said that to myself, because You know I feel that
anyone who is African American and that's Mormon, they're
doing it just so they can get ahead.
Response 6:
Traitor.
If you talk to the Black people here who are not
Mormon, you'll find that they're Baptist. They would consider
me a traitor, because my friends are not Black. I don't go
to a
"Black" church, and they don't understand that the
Baptist church is not a Black church, it is a White church.
They would consider me a traitor because I don't associate
with them, but when it all boils down to the end, as I said,
people are on all different levels of understanding.
Response 7:
[I don't feel like a] traitor to the Black race for joining
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the LDS church the White church. Again I think if people
concentrate
on the gospel and their relationship with
Heavenly Father and look at the whole picture instead of part
of it I think that
they're going to realize that that's
what's important and not being Black in a White church, and
they may look at it as that most of the church is White, but
our God is not a God for White
people he's a God for
everyone, White, Black, Jew, Gentile, for everybody.
In response to the feeling entitled traitor, the nonMormon informant's perceptions were that the Mormon informants
had "sold out" on their race by joining the Mormon church.
The

Mormon

informants

women's perceptions
responded
diminished

by
by

were

very

regarding

aware

their

denying

that

their

joining

the Mormon

of

lack

the
of

cultural
church.

non-Mormon

loyalty,

and

identity

was

However,

they

acknowledge the possibility that there were others who once
they joined the Mormon church chose to ignore their culture
and assimilate into the White society.

SAD:
Response 1:
Sad, I think sometimes you may feel sad, that things aren't
better. People as a whole don't have a better understanding
of each other, but again, if you understand why then there's
really nothing you can do about it. Being sad isn't going to
help the situation.
Response 2:
Sad. I always feel sad. Always, all the time. I don't think
there's one part of a day that I don't feel sad because I
understand the reality.
It doesn't mean that I don't rise
above it, but I do feel sad. I feel sad for people making
remarks, and I feel sad for the people giving me the crusty
looks. I feel sad for those who are rude. I feel sad for my
children. I feel sad for my husband.
Response 3:
It really made me feel sad because these are well educated
people, these are social workers, these are people who work
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with
diversity and their attitudes are the same as the
ignorant, the unaware, the uneducated, and it's really scary.
Response 4:
It really saddens me to think that that's where we are and I
feel really bad about that. I wish we lived in a society that
was different from that but no matter how I go along I have to
deal with the racism it's like putting a dog on a choke
collar.
There's always something. When I'm going along I
feel like I have that choke collar on. I'll be going along
doing fine and then I'll have an experience that just jerks
you back into reality that this is a very racist society and
Utah is very racist.
Response 5:
Its real sad because religion and family and all these things
that are supposed to be so important in Utah and how there's
not a lot of christian philosophy going on in peoples minds
on a day to day basis, and I'm tired of it.
Response 6:
Sad, sometimes I get sad but there are so many good things
here.
The informants suggested that sadness was an inevitable
part of living in Utah when faced with racism on a day to day
basis.

Most of them spoke of overcoming the sadness so they

could enjoy the good things that Utah has to offer.

DISCRIMINATED AGAINST:
Response 1:
Prejudice, this is really hard to explain, I mean this is like
overwhelming emotions, there is no way I can even begin to
explain this, this is like constantly living in hell, getting
up the next morning thinking what's going to happen next, you
know, what are they going to do to me next.
Response 2:
People say THE Blacks, THEY or they'll say THOSE people or YOU
people or you know, a lot of people say colored people, and
I'll
say well what color do you mean because that's a term
they used in the sixties.
Response 3:
I was really impressed she said: African Americans and she's
using the terms and she's just really up on things but when
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people say "Blacks never been around any, never
negroes or colored people" and it's like come on you
a clue they're such outdated terms you know, and
shocks you at first but then you think hey they have
around Black people.

had any
guys get
It just
not been

Response 4:
There are people that have come up that will ask you about
your hair or ask you about your skin and they're just amazed
and you're like you guys where have you been the rest of the
world is going on and it makes you feel like you're strange
or something and it's not it's just that they haven't been
outside in the other world.
Response 5:
There are some people here who are very racially prejudiced.
I'm tired of feeling sorry for them. I'd like to slap the
shit out of them.
Response 6:
Prejudice, I feel sometimes, not a lot of prejudice, but like
here it's undercover. They do sly little things here whereas
down in the South where I've lived, they'll just come out and
tell you and that's how I'd rather have it.
Response 7:
Prejudice is something that I recognize in my every day
existence. I don't wake up every day with race or prejudice
on my mind but I do recognize it as a part of our system a
part of the social structure, as well as a cultural structure
within the world, not just in Utah but across the world and
oftentimes a lot of our decisions a lot of issues are based on
other peoples perception of the way things should be.
Response 8:
But I know that here in Utah there's a lot of prejudice.
There's a lot of prejudice that shouldn't be but it's out
there. It's so sad because I guess we will just have to work
around all of the hatred. There's a lot of hatred out there
and sometimes I don't know how we're going to reach all of
those people. I guess that's kind of a sad one for me. Too
much violence going on you know. People should just kind of
see one another for what they
are and not because of the
color of their skin.
Response 9:
A lot of times we have such subtle prejudice that people go on
and on and on without realizing some of the things they're
doing,
and that they are being prejudiced without even
realizing it. They've always done it that way, they've always
said these different words, they've always said these
different jokes.
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Response 10:
Do I think it exists? Yes, I do. In great quantities? Yes,
I do. Do I have hopes that it will go away? No, I feel that
it's accelerating. I feel there is more prejudice here than
there was
when I moved here ten years ago because people
perceive everything that is happening in the society as being
a problem of
the minorities.
When you're in a majority
society and any little thing happens, it gets blown out of
proportion and everybody here thinks that any minority is a
member of a gang or that we
pose a threat.
Because the
country is kind of going to hell in a
hand basket, they
perceive that we're the people doing it. It always happens
in hard economic times. Somebody needs a scapegoat, somebody
to blame it on, and people are really blaming
it on the
minority influence. I heard a comment the other day. Someone
asked my husband why I wanted to move into the city, and
he said I liked it there, and the comment was made, well I
better
learn how to speak Chinese.
I thought, "How
ridiculous."
Just
all these perceptions, just really
ignorant. So I think there is still quite a bit, and I think
it's on the rise.
Response 11:
Prejudice, yes, there is a lot of prejudice here, but there is
a lot of prejudice everywhere, and I'd much rather fight it
here
than back in Chicago because I am a little bit safer
here. The schools are a little bit better here. The jobs
pay
diddly.
Still, when you
take everything
into
consideration, I'd much rather fight the prejudice here than
back in Chicago.
Response 12:
Sometimes I feel like there's not really an outwardly shown
prejudice, people tend to not. Like in the south, if somebody
didn't like you then you'd know it. If they were prejudiced
they may tell you straight out, "I don't like Blacks or I
don't like hispanics and I just don't want to deal with you,"
and then you know, but here it's almost like people don't say
anything or they
will say little things and they hide it
really well....But here it seems like it may be just kind of
a hidden quiet kind of
prejudice, do you know what I'm
saying?
Response 13:
What I continue to find is people that I expected to be more
open minded and have more integrity that I find their issues
on race
are limiting, I think they're really scary and I
can't trust them. And I think that when it comes down to the
bottom line they are just as racist as the others they have
just been more discreet or more covert about it.
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Response 14:
Just because maybe people don't like me just because of the
color of my skin, I'm not going to move to a place like
Atlanta because there's more African Americans there, NO. I
like living here in Utah, because I know that I can make a
difference.
Response 15:
I do train my child, because I have a 13 year old son. OK, I
say don't put your hands in your pocket, don't stand next to
anybody, stand 10 feet away from the counter, don't even look
like you're going to take anything. You walk in the stores,
and you, like anyone else would be normal, but a Black child
walks in and they automatically think he's going to steal
something, so I tell him keep your hands, you will find that
most African American mothers will train their sons and their
daughters this way, especially their sons. They'll say, keep
your hands out of your pockets, keep them at your side, don't
touch anything, you know, I usually frequent stores where I'm
well known.
Response 16:
At first off he was going to rent to me, then he went to his
aunt
and she wanted first and last, she wanted a deposit.
Then the neighbors in the duplex, we rented almost at the
same time, I
found out later after I'd lived there for
awhile, they didn't pay
first and last months rent, they
didn't pay a deposit.
Response 17:
The person I was talking to that I had this experience with
recently. She said I think I understand. It's like you can't
understand, I'm telling you. You can have experiences but you
get up every day, you walk out to your car, you go the store,
you go home, you do this and that. Every day when I do those
kind of things, I'm always aware, am I going to deal with
someone that's racist, it's always there, it's always there.
And you can't shake it.
Response 18:
I have a roommate and she's White. She and I went to the mall
and I had to go get something for my son so she was going to
meet me in this clothing store....[at the clothing store] I
bought socks. . . and it came to 12 dollars and something. Hers
came to 48 dollars and something. She handed them her check
and that was it. They asked me for a drivers license, they
asked me for a check guarantee card, they asked me for a visa,
they asked me for a home address, they asked me for a work
number, they asked me for five things for a 12 dollar check.
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Response 19:
My friend requested of me when she moved back to Utah, she
wanted me to help her find a home. She's a Caucasian Mormon
woman. She said, "I can handle anything, just don't put me
on a street with Mexicans."
Discrimination was an issue frequently addressed by the
informants.

They felt as if the racism they experienced in

Utah was more subtle then the racism they had experienced in
other places. Some argued that this subtle form of racism, as
compared to the straight forward racism more characteristic of
the Southern United States, was more detrimental because it
was harder to detect.

STARVING FOR DIVERSITY:
Response 1:
Starving for diversity I feel strongly about because I'm from
Detroit, which is at least seventy percent Black, and then I
came to Utah and it's less than one percent Black. That's a
big difference. There isn't an African American museum, a
lot of the things culturally I'm used to seeing, particularly
seeing Black people.
Response 2:
We need religious diversity, too, because our people think,
and we even have our children thinking that if you're nonMormon you just can't be right. God doesn't hear the prayers
of non-Mormons, and they can't have a value system, and they
can't believe in Christ, and they can't get revelation. It's
really very sad.
We can't embrace them and love them?
I
think it's the last, twelfth article of faith, that says we
allow others to believe. But that's a very lip-service type
of thing here. We don't allow others to believe... it's like
the scripture that says "you speak to me with your lips, but
your heart is far from me."
Response 3:
That one is kind of hard to say because when you look at the
diversity. A lot of people don't want to come here especially
single men and single women because they say there's no men
there, there's no women there in the state of Utah, especially
if they're looking for an African American man or African
American woman and they'll say I can't be trapped out there in
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Utah, I'll have to go somewhere else and find me a man or find
me a woman.
Response 4:
I would love to have it more diverse here simply because
that's the only way you learn. You learn from people who are
very different from you. Different in a positive way, not
different
in a negative way.
Unfortunately, skin color
matters and it really shouldn't, because it's a simple thing.
It's very, very
simple. In fact, that's one thing that's
very confusing to me because people seem to judge you on your
skin color, but they say they still believe in Christ. Christ
was born 2,000 years ago in an area where there were no six
feet tall, blond-headed, blue-eyed people. They were darkskinned, curly-haired people. So the Christ that people pray
to and say they love, looked a little bit more like me than
like them.
Response 5:
I think the best thing that could happen to Salt Lake is that
the government would use Salt Lake as a test case and they'd
make us put ten percent of every racial and ethnic minority
in the
country in Utah.
It'd be a must.
It'll be like
affirmative action. Utah has to get 10% of every group. Then
with the other rule being that native Utahns may not leave.
We may not have massive White flight out of the state.
Response 6:
There is diversity here. There is diversity, it just isn't
celebrated. What a pity. What a waste. I'm very sad about
that because those who are people of diversity, it's got to
wear on them. It's got to wear on their esteem. It's got to
wear on the
children. And I don't know if it's going to
change.
Response 7:
But when you go out you don't see diversity very much and I
wish you could walk and go anywhere in Salt Lake and see all
different people. And those people could live well and be
okay and be
respected and be treated okay.
And that's
spitting in the wind as far as I'm concerned, there really
isn't a strong appreciation for diversity and for different
people, there's not a tolerance
or an acceptance of other
people living differently.
Diversity

was

discussed

both

in

terms

of

race

and

cultural events. Utah's monolithic environment was perceived,
by the informants, as being a negative consequence of living
in Utah.
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DON'T FIT IN:
Response 1:
The legislative session, I don't see any African Americans
there.
I wonder why aren't we up here, why aren't we
represented in Utah.
Do they feel that we don't have the
necessary skills to be here, unless there's something
particular for African Americans. There aren't any economists
that are African American. There aren't any who are into the
congress that are African American.
There's no one into
international affairs or political affairs, who's African
American. The only way we'll fit in is if the question is
specific to race.
Response 2:
I found that African American men can accept the fact that I'm
LDS, but the women make it a very personal issue, and will go
out of their way to ostracize you and make remarks. So I feel
it in that sense, I do have a group of friends in which I do
fit in, but as far as the general population, be it Black or
White, in Utah I don't fit in that population.
Response 3:
I could really speak to that on several levels. I think that
in a racial standpoint, it's just very difficult to fit in,
and I do not fit in. But I do think, from an intellectual
standpoint I fit in, but from the standpoint of being a woman
who is educated and LDS, I don't seem to fit in a lot of
places.
I'm not your
typical Mormon housewife, and so I
don't fit in with other Mormon housewives... As an African
American woman in Utah I feel that I don't fit in with the
society in general just based on racial issues, but I don't
fit in with the other African American women
because of
religion.
It's very hard for women who are not
African
American to understand some of my concerns. I don't fit in
with women who are African American. I don't generally fit in
with men.
Response 4:
Don't fit in. I don't think I fit in because I don't do a lot
of the things Black people do together. You know like they
had Juneteenth in August and I didn't go to that, it was for
a whole Week but I didn't go. Maybe on Labor Day we'll go to
Jordan Park, maybe but you know when I do things like that I
feel like I don't fit in.
Response 5:
Upward mobility is hard, people are always trying to keep you
down because of your race. I feel isolated because there's
not much to do unless you belong to the church [Mormon] . I
have a girlfriend, who is, she's Chinese, and she joined the
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church [Mormon], and I look at her life and see that she's
trying to fit in so badly.
Response 6:
I first came to Utah when I was 18 or 19, and my sister and I
came with another gal that was from Mississippi that lived in
Provo and we decided that since we were members of the church
we were going to come out west and try out living out west as
Latter-Day Saints, but we were in for a rude awakening because
we just really didn't fit in.
Everything was just White
around us and then here are these, well, I came out with an
oriental friend and then my sister and myself. So here are
these two African Americans and this oriental, and everybody
else was just White.
Response 7:
Sometimes you have to really work at fitting in, you really
do. So either you try to become like them, and then you ask
yourself is it fair to myself, am I supposed to act like they
are?
Response 8:
I think my concerns are different but yet they are some of the
same concerns, but still like I said being an African
American, I'm still concerned about the race issue, my child
how is she
going to fit in, I'm still concerned about
education, I don't know, maybe, does that make sense.
Most of the informants indicated some aspect of Utahn
society in which they felt as if they did not fit in.

They

explained this in terms of either being ostracized from the
White community or, on the part of the Mormon informants,
being ostracized from both the White community and the African
American community.

WEARY/TIRED:
Response 1:
Weary. Sometimes I'm bone weary. We used to say "tired to
the
bone."
Where you get sometimes where it's so
psychologically
weary that I don't even want to leave my
house.
I just want to
stay inside, and I get this urge,
bunker mentality. I just want to get my kids around me, put
a fence up, keep the outside world out, and make everything
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rosy inside and pretend like everything
Real bunker mentality.

else doesn't exist.

Response 2:
Yes, I get weary. But it depends. Sometimes it's deeper than
other times. When there's something new of a racial nature
that's come about in the country is when I really get weary
because you have to talk about it to people. You don't want
to talk about it to people. They don't have any background,
but they make you talk about it.
Response 3:
I find myself getting weary every time I teach my literature
class. I get weary at the people who simply just do not want
to
accept that there are problems.
They want to see
everything, and
they think that you've made it all up or
you're blowing it out of proportion or that you're really
sensitive or that you're
paranoid--and this can't be
happening. I get so weary at the end of these classes. It's
like I'm so tired of trying to point out to people what has
happened historically so they can make a change, but they
don't want to buy it. They don't want to own it. I just
feel like flipping up the book saying, "Fine. Don't believe
me." I get so weary. Sometimes I just sit back and I tell
my husband, this is not worth it.
This is not worth the
money, it's not worth anything. I'm just tired of talking to
people who look at me as if I'm lying. I'm making it all up.
Response 4:
So you get weary because you feel like, it's almost like
exercising and there's no end result. Nothing is changing,
and
you spent all that time and you've huffed and you've
puffed, and you're sweating, and nothing is going. You're
not thinner, you're not healthier, your heart's not stronger,
nothing, and you've exerted a lot of energy. That's how I
feel. I feel like
I just exert energy and it's just like
whacking your head against those boxer punching bags. You
just keep running up against it and it punches you back. You
don't get the clue. You keep thinking you can change it. So
that is very weary. Very weary.
Response 5:
Sometimes I feel very weary, I do, I get to feeling like I'm
stuck here at times and that there's no way out. My husband
has lived here for 20 some odd years, okay, I'm here, I've
left my home, there's no family here. I'm African American,
there's not a lot of African Americans here, I've joined this
church I've tried to tackle learning the gospel and living
that and sometimes it gets very overwhelming. You just get
weary, but then you just decide well, with the knowledge that
you have, you just have to have faith and that gets you to
the next step.
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Response 6:
Weary and tired has to do with the constantly trying to
address issues on a state level or on a local level and then
on a grassroots level, work with private industry and juggle
all of those together.. .and I think on top of all of that,
having to deal with changing and dispelling myths in order to
make a difference often times we have to go above and beyond
what you would normally have to do to get a point across. In
order to get
someone to get into a particular program or
change the way they feel about something, it's a tedious and
ongoing process for me in particular, so it's weary, and I
get tired but I constantly seek spiritual renewal to keep on
going.
Response 7:
Tired. Yes, sometimes I get very tired. I get tired and wish
for the Second Coming because I think enough already. If this
is the beginning of sorrow, I don't want to go any further.
You get tired of the process of always having to be aware of
who you are. That gets so weary.
Response 8:
Tired. I get very tired of being here, I do. I get so tired
of living here, I do. . . I mean you go somewhere else and you
got struggles there too, but they're just different struggles
so it's just like you trade, it's just like a trade off or
something
because you know that things aren't going to be
perfect if you go back east, because then you're dealing with
being a Black Latter-Day Saint and you're still different so
that's another issue of feeling like you betrayed your race
somewhere in there.
The informants explained how they often feel tired or
weary from having to deal with the issues surrounding being an
African American in Utah.

Often it is the questions they are

asked or the way they are treated that makes them weary.

UNCOMFORTABLE:
Response 1:
Uncomfortable, there are times when I have felt very
uncomfortable around certain people here . . . Sometimes I feel
uncomfortable because I am different and other times if I'm at
church...I know that I struggled to have a testimony of the
gospel but at times I've felt uncomfortable racial wise.
Either
feeling like you don't measure up, whether it's
materially, like you don't feel you have enough materially,
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you don't dress as nice, or you don't- -appearances seem to be
a lot here. You just don't seem to be in with people a lot.
Response 2:
Uncomfortable, the fact that I had to leave my office just to
come down here to interview with you, the fact you can't
really be open about how you feel around people that have not
gone through the same experiences you've gone through.
The

informants

discussed

feeling

uncomfortable

as

a

result of not fitting in, and feeling different or peculiar.
One informant expressed this feeling with regard to her work
place, she felt confined there because she was not able to
speak her mind in front of her co-workers.

PECULIAR/DIFFERENT:
Response 1:
I want for my kid what every other parent wants for their kid
but somehow if you're different, if you're not married, if
you're not White, if you're not LDS that somehow their kids
are better, that you're missing something.
That makes me
very angry, because I
think my son is as kind, as
conscientious, as honest a kid as you'll find.
Response 2:
Peculiar: There again, people will say YOUR people. And I've
been in the temple and the temple workers will come up and
say, "I'm so glad YOU people are here. I'm just so happy."
And all I can think is look lady I come here every Thursday
night what do you mean "I'm so glad that YOU people are here.
I'm so glad that YOU people received the priesthood oh we're
just so happy for YOU people" and they probably don't even
know [that they're being racist].
Response 3:
I love going into urban centers, big cities, where there are
lots
and lots of minorities. All I have to do is not be
anyone. I can just melt into the crowd. So it's just so fun.
When my husband took me to California last year, I wasn't THE
Black person. I was just another Black person on the street,
not THE Black person. "Look, there is A Black person." And
New York City, I don't care what anybody else says about New
York City, it's a place where I love to be because I can just
be.
Lots of
other cities where they have very large and
diverse cultural populations, not just Black and White, but
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a lot of different people. I love it, my kids love it. They
always say, "Oh, there are so many Black people, Mom."
We
just felt so comfortable. We feel like we're in a goldfish
bowl here. It's a horrible feeling to know that people are
watching you and remember you because you're the only one
they've seen. So they remember you and you feel like, "Better
not do anything really tacky or somebody will remember me."
Response 4:
A lot of people wonder why I would be Black and LDS. I joined
in 1977, prior to official declaration number two, because
now Blacks can actually hold the priesthood. In that way I'm
different. Just being Black out here, a lot of people want to
know why I'm in Utah.
Response 5:
Because people don't understand you or don't know anything
about you, they kind of treat you as if you're different.
You stand out. I think it becomes obvious when people go out
of their way to try to act like it's not. But then you can
just tell.
You
have that feeling when you're in an
environment that people are
treating you as if you're
different. Which you are, it's okay, but I think it's just
this peculiar feeling that you have when people are afraid to
interact with you because you are different. Then that brings
about these feelings of being frustrated, because you can't
fit in or because you don't fit in, because people don't know
how to make you fit in and you don't know how to make the
moves to fit it.
Response 6:
They find it very peculiar that I like the opera, that I
produce Shakespeare in my students, that I speak a foreign
language and it isn't ghetto. They really do think you're,
and you know, what
bothers me about them thinking you're
different. It's okay, because I am different, but they think
that different is a negative. They think that because you're
"different", that you don't feel like everyone else, and they
think they can say things to you that they wouldn't dream of
saying to other people. Like you don't have a heart. They
can ask you off-the-wall things
like you're a laboratory
specimen instead of a human being. Very frustrating.
Response 7:
Like people think I'm different, that is very true here. In
fact, it's a paradox to me because in the summertime the White
people here try to stand out in the sun to get my color. They
look at me as if I am different. Very strange. It doesn't
make any sense.
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Response 8:
Like people think I'm different. Like they totally do. They
definitely don't think you're bright They're very surprised if
you're a professional person. Men and women equally. I don't
find that in the African American community at all. No one is
surprised that I'm a teacher. They hope that as a people that
we've come far, and they're looking for that type of
professionalism, so they're not surprised at all. But in the
White community, the men are surprised if you speak in
complete sentence that don't have the word "special" in it
somewhere. And the women definitely think you're an odd duck.
Although there's so many working women here that I'm just
really so surprised at that attitude, that they don't expect
it out of minority people. They don't expect us to be bright.
When I first moved here people would say, they'd introduce me,
"And she graduated from college." And I used to think, is
that a remark
of distinction. That would be the second
comment. "She graduated from college." "Did you?" I used to
think about that, and I thought, I wondered were they saying
that to everybody they introduced to other people, but I've
come to know that people are just very surprised when they
find out that you're a professional. People here don't get a
chance to mingle with men or women of color who are
professional. They find it very interesting. If you don't
fit into their stereotypes, then they're really frustrated.
Response 9:
Ya, I think people think I'm different, I think people think
I've assimilated into culture and I haven't, and they look at
me and they feel threatened, and I don't know why, I don't
care. I don't. This is me.
Response 10:
I feel like I'm always different.
People think that I'm
different.
I don't think that I'm different, but I think
people
think I'm different.... and they don't know how to
treat me because instead of just treating me like a person,
they think they have to treat me like. . . They work so hard at
not trying to notice the difference, that it's real obvious
that they're trying
to treat me better maybe then, or, I
don't know.
It's hard to
explain.
It's just different.
Like they're expecting me to blow up or be belligerent, or
they'll talk slow to me like I don't understand English. You
get that sometimes and you think, "I understand English. I'm
American. Believe it or not. I was born and raised here."
So it's those differences that I think bother me more than
anything.
Response 11:
When it says peculiar I think of different, I think of Whites
looking at Blacks as so different, just a really different
race.
And then if you're Black and you're a Latter-Day
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Saint, then you're really different. Why in the world would
any [Black person] want to joint the Mormon church.
The informants discussed how their feelings of being
perceived as peculiar, were a result of ignorance, on the part
of the majority society, of ethnic backgrounds different from
their own.

They explained how this ignorance

created an

unpleasant atmosphere for those who were not a part of White
society.

The

Mormon

informants

also

expressed

the

estrangement they felt from the Black community because of
their religious differences.
being

perceived

as different

Several informants argued that
was

fine

because

they

were

different, but not when that difference was perceived

as

negative.

FRUSTRATED/FED UP:
Response 1:
I'm really more than fed up I'm pissed off with the situation
because this is a town full of Mormons, and of all the people
on the face of the earth, they should know better than this.
The ones that I run into that are prejudiced are Mormons.
Response 2:
Frustrated, yes, you get frustrated sometimes, like when you
go out and you see the same old things happening or a job
situation when you don't get hired because you are Black but
they aren't telling you that.
Response 3:
Depends on what day you get me. Some days I really get fed
up,
like eating in the Rush
room [in the restaurant the
interview was held there was a room dedicated to Rush
Limbagh] , and I think I'm not going to take this anymore. I'm
just not going to deal with it." There are days when I put up
my hands and I say, "I despair that these people will ever
have a clue." So there are many days when I get fed up. Then
I realize I can't go anywhere in the near future, and I just
kind of bite the bullet and do a job on my brain and pretend
like it isn't as bad as it is, which is terrible.
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Response 4:
I do feel frustrated in my efforts to stretch out my hand of
friendship to people. I feel frustrated that I have to keep
defending who I am, as if there's something wrong with it, and
I have to stand in defense of myself. As a Black person in
the majority society, as a Black Mormon in the Black society,
I'm
always defending.
So it's just frustrating that you
don't have a
haven to go to anywhere.
Sometimes I just
really despair that anything's going to change. Then I don't
want to work for it, and that's really when it gets bad, when
you cease to believe in change, and when you won't even work
for it. Then there's some days when I just don't want to
work. I just want to slam the door and say "Fine." But I get
really nervous, because I think if
I don't start changing
some minds maybe I'll be the next target
of some kind of
racial act, and it makes you nervous. So you think if you're
not part of the solution then you're part of the
problem.
And I'd rather be part of the solution than part of the
problem, so I keep working at it.
Response 5:
Frustrated, yeah I guess I get frustrated because I feel like
I try and I try, but because of my skin color, I'm just never
gonna amount to, you know, well for example, I'll give you an
example
of this one. I have a position and I'm an
administrator and I write well, have always written well,
because my area is English, My supervisor, I don't want to
mention all this I'll just be honest with you, would say oh
gee your writing has really
improved, and I thought my
writing has been the same ever since I've been here, the fact
is, now I'm allowed to write and say something, before you
wouldn't allow me to say anything or write anything so now
you think just because I'm writing, it's
improved, it's
always been the same. OK, there, that's frustrated.
Response 6:
I took my son to a day care and it was in the community
center, and one of the day care helpers said why does your
son dress so nicely, I said , "because he's supposed to dress
nice and look clean", you know, it's that they expect. They
have expectations about African Americans, that like they're
supposed to be like ones on TV, stereotypes that they go out
and pick, so they can project it to the whole world.
Response 7:
OK I'm an English major and uh I'm starting to teach high
school
English and I went to Westminster for part of my
college years and I was in this class--Westminster had some
small classes. I was the only African American there, and
the teacher looked at me and said, "you know perhaps you want
to try a different field because there are very few African
Americans that make it in the field of English teaching."
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Response 8:
Fed up, because the moment you get ahead, people knock you
back
down two steps and when I'm referring to people, I'm
referring to non African American people, OK.
Response 9:
Another frustration is that I was giving the presentation here
at my work and I was dressed nicely. Some of the teachers
came up to me and, I was the only African American as usual,
said where do you buy your clothes? And I said "same place
you buy your clothes", you know that's frustration, it's like,
you know, I'm not supposed to dress nice.
Response 10:
Frustrated, yes, I get very frustrated when sometimes when I
go into a store and people will just kind of look at you or
there was one lady who I worked with who would always say
"well tell me about THE Blacks" or "tell me about YOUR Black
people" and that would really frustrate me at times. She was
a nice sweet lady that lives in Payson and she didn't know
she was frustrating me and she didn't know any Blacks so she
would just say things "well I've never met any Black people
until I did such and such and such" and then when someone
else would come into the room she would say "well she is
teaching me all about HER Black people." I would just think
do I have to go through this? It frustrated me to no end and
you know in the sixties and seventies when I think of places
like New York, and Mississippi, and Alabama, and civil rights
movement, and I think about Martin Luther King, and the TV
show The Jeffersons, and all these stereotypes, and people
trying to be more educated about Blacks, and then I think
about Utah, and they're so far behind. They haven't gone
through what the other states have gone through and that kind
of concerns me it really does.
Response 11:
Not only Blacks but I think about the Hispanics. I think about
the Polynesians that are here also, and some of the young
people that I've spoken with and they'll say "we're just like
the Blacks
here" and I'll say "well why" and they say
"because we're brown so we're considered Black" and that
doesn't even make any sense. You're not even from Africa,
you're brown, you have straight hair, you're from an island
but they're categorized in that same category. And I just
think that's crazy, and so there's a lot of frustration.
Most of the frustration the informants expressed stemmed
from stereotypes being placed on them by other Utahns.
were

frustrated

with

the

discrimination

they

felt

They
in
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employment

situations.

They

were

concerned

that

this

discrimination would hinder their ability to advance in their
careers.

SAFE:
Response 1:
I think I can identify with that for two reasons. Basically
one, safe, in terms of Baltimore perspective and inner city
perspective and crime rate and in terms of that. And also in
terms of where I live and things of that nature, I get a
feeling of safeness and not worrying about my kids playing out
in the yard and not being afraid that something will happen to
them.
Not being next to a crack house and things of that
nature. Not having a liquor store on ever corner. At the
same time when I look at the possible absence of safety in
terms of issues around the Arayan nation and the more
clandescent groups that want to destroy people of different
ethnic groups and colors.
Response 2:
Physically safe from crime. Part of it could be the area we
live in. Until we had the kids in the house, my husband and
I both slept with guns by the side of the bed though, and
knew how to
use them. Safe, I feel safe from crime.
Response 3:
I do feel safer here than I did in Chicago because even though
there are gangs, everything that you have in the large city is
here, but it's not as evident and there is not as much of it
as there was in Chicago. So it's not an illusion of safety,
you are
virtually much more safer, even though almost
everyone here is armed except me. I've got to go buy me a
gun so I can be armed like the rest of the citizens. You are
still much more safer here when it comes to gangs, when it
comes to drugs. The other night I had to turn the TV up
because I couldn't hear for the insects outside making noise.
In Chicago I'd have to turn the TV up for the people outside
making noise.
Response 4:
I don't feel like threatened here. I don't feel like I would
if I was in say a larger city. I feel like Salt Lake is a
safe place.
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Response 5:
I feel very safe here in fact too safe. And I think that's
why Utah is so attractive because of the low crime rate. And
I think
Latter-Day Saints are very gentle people, they're
very kind, very nice. They're family oriented, and because
of the gospel influence here they've reared their children by
the commandments,
so they're more, I want to say more
forgiving, not as
concentrated on blame and some of the
harshness we feel in other areas.
Safety

is

one

of

the

major

pull

factors

that

the

informants described when discussing relocation to Utah. They
argued that the high crime rates of inner city environments
are a reason for their leaving previous locations.

The only

feeling of danger expressed, was the danger associated with
the White supremist organizations that exist in Utah.

ISOLATED:
Response 1:
Isolated, I kind of feel isolated in Utah when I hear about
all the other things going on in other states as far as Black
activities to go to. We don't get it here.
Response 2:
Isolated, there just aren't enough of us, and there's not a
strong bind between those of us that are here. Unfortunately,
there's not a network.
Response 3:
Isolation. I feel totally isolated from really both native
Utahns and from African Americans who live in the state who
are non-Mormon. I feel like we're in our own little pocket.
I know we are in our ward. People speak to us on Sundays,
but we really
don't socialize with anyone.
We're very
isolated and nothing has really changed, even though I'm in
an interracial marriage, people really were as rude before I
got married as they are now.
So I just think that they
probably try to figure out what went wrong with [my husband] ,
because I was always wrong, so what went wrong with him? I
can't think of one person, one family, that we socialize with
in our ward. All of our friends are outside of our area.
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The isolation discussed by the informants related to the
low population of African Americans and the lack of Black
activities and entertainment.
discussed a feeling of

The Mormon informants also

isolation from the Black community.

ALL MormonS HATE ME:
Response 1:
I've never looked at it that way but at the same time it can
be easily justified if you look at past traditions as well as
what's actually happened. One of my mentors always told me
"don't watch what a person says, watch what they do."
Response 2:
That's something that I was taught from the time I was a
little girl, that Mormons are taught that Black people are
not as good as them, that they're not going to go to some,
how do Mormons go to Heaven or whatever, however that works,
that we would never be in that. There's the three levels or
whatever, and we would
never, we would always be in that
bottom of them. We're not good enough to be priests and then
we're not good enough to do this. . . I was taught that Mormons
don't like Black people. I was taught that that's what they
taught in their churches. And anytime I hear of a Black
Mormon,
I think, how can they
turn against
what's
fundamentally them to be a part of a religious group.
I
wasn't
taught that by Mormons, I was taught that by my
family.
Response 3:
I don't feel that all Mormons hate me. I don't have that
perception about Mormons, and I don't have those feelings. I
do feel that previous teachings that they've had has created
some confusion with a lot of Mormons as to how to interact
with African Americans.
Response 4:
"All Mormons hate me. No, I don't feel that, but I feel that
there's a lot of Mormons who are very ill-informed and who are
very uneducated and who are at different levels of spiritual
understanding. Of all the people on the face of the Earth,
Mormons should know a little bit more about God's plan for all
people, and the fact that we here, we chose our race.
We
chose
our situation, we chose our parents, we chose
absolutely everything so that whatever particular lesson it
is we had to
learn, we had to learn it here, and the
particular place and
situations that we're in.
So the
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Mormons who really hate are the ones who, they've got a very
big lesson to learn, and when Christ comes back and they see
that Christ looks a whole lot more like me than them, they're
going to be running for cover.
The perception that "all Mormons hate me" was held by one
of the informants.

When the other informants read this index

card, most could not relate to it.
historically

Others commented on the

racist teachings of the Mormon church which

might support such an idea.

The last excerpt suggests that

some Mormons in Utah have mis-interpreted their religion, and
in

so

doing,

justify

their

hatred

as

their

religious

prerogative.

SEPARATION/LONELY:
Response 1:
I do feel very separate. I'm constantly aware of who I am and
that I have a different racial background. So I feel quite
separate, especially in the types of remarks that people make
to me. They make sure that you know who you are as if you
don't know who you are, so they're constantly putting you in
a
category, labeling you, and it makes you feel very
separated.
Response 2:
Lonely: I always feel lonely, I think lonely not in the Sense
of not having anyone by you or around you but you really have
to struggle hard to get your hair done. You can't just walk
down to the next corner to get your hair fixed. You can't
just go and walk into any store and buy Black hair care
products because there's just not enough here.
Response 3:
I don't feel a sense of separation simply because there are
Mormons here and I don't feel separated from them. Also, I
don't
feel separated from people period.
I just believe
people are on different levels of understanding. What you
have to do is try and be tolerant with them.
In a sense,
you're never really
separated, you're just dealing with
people on different levels of awareness.
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Response 4:
And particularly the Black people that are my age, I'm very
separated from. I'm very connected to the older Black people,
mainly because my mother was a professional women, and I did
a lot of functions and things with her colleagues, professors.
I feel separated from my generation but very connected to the
older generation.
Response 5:
Lonely, yes, you feel lonely for friends and also a man
companion because there's no Black men here.
Response 6:
I'm really not starving for friendship. No, let me qualify
that.
I am starving for friendship from other African
American people.
I do have friends, I just don't have, I
don't enjoy the
friendship of a great amount of African
Americans and I don't
think I have the friendship of any
African Americans outside of the LDS Church. In fact I know
I don't. They just don't choose to associate with those of
us who are [LDS] . So I am in a way starving for that because
there's just certain cultural things that you miss, and no
matter how strong a friendship you have with other people, you
like to be around people that are like you that share the same
cultural experiences and have been brought up in the same way,
and you miss that. So I miss that.
So in that sense I' m
starving for friendships from other African Americans.
Response 7:
I do feel lonely here because there's not many Black people
here
and the White friends I have, they understand simply
because they understand through the Spirit, but they're not
Black.
The informants expressed a feeling of separation from or
loneliness for, other African Americans.

They claimed such

feelings were due to the small population of African Americans
who

live

in Utah.

The Mormon

informants

also

expressed

feelings of separation from the African American community
here in Utah.
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TRAPPED IN RACE ISSUES:
Response 1:
It is something that's enough to make you weary. It's enough
to make you tired. It's enough to make you just not even
want to
deal with it. And many other places you go, you
don't have to deal with it because the numbers are so big.
But because our numbers are small here, we have to deal with
it daily.
Response 2:
I'm always trapped in race issues. And I don't want to say
"trapped", but I think that everything is almost a race issue
because I see things so clear, and you can't help but look at
them through your own lenses. So for most African Americans
they appear to be race issues, and for the majority of the
time, they
are.
You just see things that you wouldn't
normally see in any other situation.
Response 3:
Being peculiar, being perceived as being different and not
understanding that difference, you kind of get trapped in
there by others around you, but then because of what you know
and how
you understand the structure of society, you've
trapped yourself. If you don't have a clear understanding of
that, that's where I think a lot of African American people
get frustrated with the situation because they don't see it
as a two-way thing and that sometimes we get trapped into it
too.
Response 4:
I do feel trapped in race issues because things revolve around
the race here.
People think they revolve around religion
here--they don't.
They revolve around race here, with
religion sort of shadowing it all, but it actually revolves
around race. Especially when they wanted to name Sixth South,
East, West, whatever it was, Martin Luther King Drive, and
this gentleman got up and said, "I think that we have our own
people here who have gone through our own experiences." That
is a very ill-informed, racist man who made that statement,
simply because "our own experiences" encompass the ones that
Dr. Martin Luther King was talking about. So there are very
racial issues here.
Response 5:
Well, as far as being trapped in race issues, people do talk
about it constantly, especially in light of some of the urban
unrest, or the inner city unrest in some of the big cities,
the Rodney King issue, things happening in Miami. And people
always have to let you know that they're aware of what Blacks
are doing, and how they're reacting, and how they shouldn't
be reacting. So everybody has an opinion and it gets very
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old because they don't have a background to really discuss
it. So there's never a discussion. It's just I feel like
that they're waiting to vent on some minority person and when
you show up you get it all. So it gets very tiresome to hear
people discuss issues that they really don't have a knowledge
about.
The informants argued that they were trapped in race
issues because of their minority status in a predominantly
White society--they felt out numbered and under represented.
They explained that when something happened that involved a
minority, whether in Utah or somewhere else in the United
States, people always wanted to discuss it with them.

Some of

the informants suggested that the reason people wanted to
discuss problems involving minorities, was due to the desire
to vent their frustrations.

They felt these discussions were

often futile due to the ignorance of those who brought them
up.

Some informants felt as if they could not escape the

racial problems here in Utah.
The

feelings

and

perceptions

that

the

informants

discussed above add new insight regarding their reasons for
choosing

to remain in or leave Utah.

Their reasons

for

staying included safety issues such as; low crime rate (i.e.
less drugs and gangs then the inner city) and the freedom
children have to play out of doors or in their yards without
the

fear

of

being

hurt.

Respondents

also

listed

the

educational system in Utah as being a positive reason for
staying.
relocate

The reasons some informants gave for wanting to
included;

low

population

of

African

Americans,

limited African American culture (i.e. museums) , lack of Black
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representation

in

government,

the

difficulty

of

upward

mobility due to race, blatant disregard for racial problems by
the

White

population,

and

potential

danger

from

White

supremist organizations.

Reasons for Staving in Utah
Under the category of "safe", response 1, one informant
stated her belief that crime in the inner cities is more
prevalent than crime in Utah.

She sited examples such as

"being next to crack houses" or "a liquor store on every
corner", to explain her flight from the inner city.

This

informant also described an absence of fear, when her children
play in the front yard, as one of her reasons for staying in
Utah.

In response 3, a different informant acknowledged that

problems associated with gangs and drugs exist in Utah, but
insisted that such problems are much more severe in the inner
city.

Therefore, she believed she and her children were much

safer

in Utah.

In

response

11, under

the

category

of

"discriminated against", the informant states that she would
rather be in Utah then in Chicago because the schools are a
little bit better in Utah.

Reasons for Leaving Utah
Under

the

category

of

"isolation",

response

2,

one

informant discussed the small population of African Americans
as being a deterrent to staying in Utah.

She also spoke of
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the physical distance between African Americans in Utah, and
an inadequate networking system. No African American museums,
was brought up under the category of "starving for diversity",
response 1, to illustrate the lack of cultural diversity here
in Utah.

In responses 2 and 3 of this same section, a lack of

religious diversity and no single Black men were both offered
as reasons for leaving Utah.

When the informants discussed

the category of "don't fit in", response 1 indicated that
Blacks were not represented in government unless it had to do
with Black issues.

In response 5, the informant discussed the

problems she faces with upward mobility due to her race.
above

examples

illustrate

the

many

reasons

why

The

African

Americans here in Utah might consider relocation as an option.
The Conflict Between Mormon and Non-Mormon Women
The other issue that begins to develop in this section of
research,

is

the

conflict

between

Mormon

and

non-Mormon

African American women in Utah. Under the category "don't fit
in", response 2, the Mormon informant discusses the feeling of
being ostracized from the Black community.
informants

discussed

how

this

Many of the Mormon

ostracization

leaves

them

feeling lonely, separate, and starving for friendship from
other African Americans.

On the flip side, the non-Mormon

informants discussed (under the category of "all Mormons hate
me,"

responses

principles

1

and

3 ) , how

the

historically

taught by the Mormon church

between the two groups.

lead

to

racist

conflicts
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The following chapter deals with the different Types of
Black

Women Living

in Utah.

It illustrates

further

the

conflict that exists between Mormon and non-Mormon African
American women living in Utah.

It also discusses the issue of

White assimilation and a loss of Black culture.
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Chapter 4

Types of Black Women Living in Utah
The following domain splits into several sub-domains:
Mormon; non-Mormon; those that live on the east

side/west

side; professionals/welfare; those that are angry when Black
men date White women

(see figure 2) .

Under the Mormon and

non-Mormon sub-domains there are several other divisions.
The

types

of

Mormon

Black

women

described

by

the

informants were: those that isolate themselves; those that are
ostracized; those that kept their Black culture; those that
assimilated into White culture; strong.

There were two types

of

by

non-Mormon

migrants;

Black

Utah

women

native.

described

Two

reasons

the

were

informants:

given

by

the

informants for non-Mormons migrating to Utah, employment and
education.
Mormon,

None of the informants, whether Mormon or non-

discussed

employment

or education

as

reasons

why

Mormon women relocate to Utah--instead they usually implied
religious reasons.

Under the non-Mormon Black women who are

Utah natives the informants described: those with continuous
residency; those with discontinuous residency; those that are
ignorant of Black culture.

The informants often compared

Mormon women with non-Mormon Utah native women with continuous
residency.
both

groups

The comparison was drawn with the assumption that
had

to

some

extent

sold

out

on

heritage by assimilating into the White culture.

their

Black
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Mormon

and

non-Mormon

were

the

first

sub-domains

established by almost all of the informants when asked to
"Describe the different types of Black women living in Utah?."
In Utah, basically the biggest divisions [within types of
Black women] I see are between Mormon and non-Mormon women.
I think that is the major theme, item of focus for
interactions [between the groups].
When asked to further establish the differences between
a Mormon and non-Mormon Black women in Utah, the informants
responded with statements describing their characteristics.
Most of the informants began by describing the characteristics
of the group in which they did not belong--be it Mormon or
non-Mormon.
Response 1:
I think Mormon women are more submissive and more used to
patriarchy or an authoritative kind of society. I think nonMormon women generally, because you'll find the same type of
submissive women in that category, but generally I think
because of this environment they tend to be so opposite. They
want to not appear to be passive or falling into the
patriarchal kind of a society.
Response 2:
My son at age 16 started talking about sex and everything but
my thing is as an LDS woman is that he needs to go on a
mission and prepare himself so that he chooses wisely and gets
married in the temple some day and all of those things and so
I was really kind of shocked that he was thinking about it,
not that I'm so naive but that I didn't want him to be going
that way. But when I addressed this to the non-Mormon Black
women that I knew, they didn't think it was a big deal, that
it was a natural step in the process of growing up and that at
16 years old it was okay. So I see a big difference there, in
what your values are and what you're teaching your children as
a result of what your values are. Because to a lot of nonMormon Black women I know, sex is just a way of life, that's
what society tells you.
Response 3:
The only difference I've found by personal experience is where
they attend church.
Sometimes they drink, the Black women
that are LDS usually don't drink, they aren't interested in
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the same type of parties. They don't have parties with the
strip tease, the male stripper, for birthday parties or other
gag things. But it just seems to be along the area of
religion, just religion and church.
Response 4:
Mormon Black women are more centered.
They're much more
centered. They have much more of a goal, and they are not as
prejudiced as non-Mormon women. The non-Mormon women that I
have run into are very prejudiced.
Against White people,
against Black people who are Mormons. I've only run into a
few. They run the gamut from the barefoot country type woman
to the top executive with a briefcase.
Response 5:
Culturally speaking its so broad. The only difference that I
see is that one is a Latter-Day Saint and one is not. There
are a lot of similarities.
Response 6:
She [the Mormon Black women] is more centered, she's more
defined. There's much better focus in her life. There is God
in your life. Whatever level you're on, you try to progress.
That's one thing about the Mormon church, it does push you
into analyzing yourself, and it puts you in a position where
you have to do things beyond what you've done before through
the callings that you have. It does bring out the gifts and
the talents that you do have.
That's good. These gifts and
talents shine. They really do. The Mormon female is a little
bit happier in a sense, because the problems that she sees,
I'm quite sure she's frustrated with these problems, but she's
not frustrated to the point where she might be overwhelmed.
Still, when you have God in your life it's much better than
not having God in your life because you can fall back on that.
It really helps.
Two theories surfaced when addressing the problem that
exists between the Black community and Black members of the
Mormon

church.

community
second

The

ostracizes

theory

is

first

theory

it's Mormon

that

the

being

that

the

Black

female members, and

Mormon

themselves from the Black community.

Black

women

the

isolate

Non-Mormon informants

generally accepted both theories as being true while Mormon
informants were spilt on which theory they believed was more
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accurate.

One informant felt no ostracization from the Black

community, and insisted that if other Mormons felt separated
from the Black community it was because they had brought it on
themselves.

Other Mormon informants felt very strongly that

they had been ostracized from the Black community even after
several attempts to participate in Black activities.
following

excerpts

are

from

both

Mormon

and

The

non-Mormon

informants.
Response 1:
Yeah it's both, you know people say, why the heck would you
want to be a Mormon?
That's being ostracized, and they do
isolate themselves sometimes, you know. The professional ones
don't isolate themselves though but they've...I'd say the ones
that at lest have a bachelors degree or some profession, do
not isolate themselves, but I do know they get ostracized.
Response 2:
I see both of it. I see the Mormon culture in and of itself
calling for certain kinds of camaraderaship.
They are
centered around ward or whatever the case may be so that in
itself excludes that person from every other social thing
that's going on in the Black community and building on that
level. If she's a good active Mormon then she's spending a
lot of time doing her thing and the others are off
intermingling and developing friendships and doing all kinds
of things in other arenas. That isolates them there. Another
thing for non-Mormons is it's hard for most of us to
understand how any African American could believe in a faith
that at one time said we weren't worthy.
The revelation
hasn't changed anyone's mind but it apparently changed these
peoples, where are they from what are they into it for. It
goes both ways and I think it goes back to any prejudice or
stereotype as being able to move past that initial reaction to
getting to know people for who they are and not what religion
they are.
Response 3:
I say that Mormon women tend to isolate themselves.
They
separate themselves from the rest of us and because I have
friends who are Mormon, I know that they feel separate. I
think it's on both sides the Mormons perceive it as if they're
being ostracized by the non-Mormon African Americans. Both
feel that we're separate and kind of isolated from each other,
but each feels that the other [group] did it to them.
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Response 4:
You can't be a Black Mormon in Utah and not be ostracized.
Response 5:
Okay, I don't agree with the ostracized because I haven't
experienced that.
Those that isolate themselves probably
because they just don't get out and do things because they
think well if I can't drink then I can't get out and party
like those guys but that's not true but maybe that's why, I
don't know for sure.
Response 6:
Unfortunately, the Mormons here [White Mormons] have done it
to themselves and everyone, because they have separated
themselves from the Black race. They have tried to encompass
Mormonism as a White religion only, especially before 1978.
They have in a sense ostracized themselves, not just from
Black people, but from all other races except the ones who
came across the plains. They toot that as such a great big
thing, such a hard thing to do is to walk across the United
States. I'd like for them to try to come across the ocean in
the bottom of a boat and we'll see which one is a little bit
harder.
Response 7:
It seems to be very important to the non-Mormon Black
community here, that you be non-Mormon, if you want to fit
into their little circle.
There was some disagreement between the Mormon and nonMormon informants as to whether or not a Black Mormon women
could keep her Black culture after joining the Mormon church.
Assimilation into the White culture kept coming up in the
interviews as a process that Black women go through when
joining the Mormon church.

The Mormon informants where very

adamant that they had kept their individual Black culture, but
were willing to speculate that other Mormons may not have.
Response 1:
I know a few Black Mormons, and where it says desperate to be
White, I think that's why they tend to join the Mormon church.
I know one Black man, his father used to be a pentecostal
preacher and for him to be a Mormon doesn't make sense. I tend
to think that he would rather not accept his roots and where
he came from and how he was raised and he would rather try to
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assimilate into the Caucasian, anglo, stream of life, thinking
that it might be better for him , but it's not. I think that
the Black Mormons, it's like, get serious, what are you
getting out of this that you couldn't get from your
background.
Response 2:
I look at the Baptists, or the Catholic religion or the
African methodists.
I just see Blacks, I don't see people
coming together and that's what it's really about, I mean,
becoming one, we all have to recognize Christ. To me, what
makes this gospel [the Mormon gospel] so wonderful is that it
embraces all people.
It's not about Whites, its not about
Blacks, or Hispanics, or Indians, or whatever, its about
embracing all, that's what I love about it.
Response 3:
The misconception is and we're talking about women so I can
keep it on that path, I think the misconception is that once
you join the LDS church you deny your Blackness, I think that
that's the misconception and the other side to that is I've
met a lot of Black women who were LDS and the reason I say
were LDS is because those women that I met that did deny their
Blackness to become LDS and they're looking for a White
husband they're no longer even active in the church, the ones
that I've met.
Because when they suddenly came to the
realization that they were Black, and even if you wanted to
deny it there were going to people there who were going to
remind you of that Blackness, then they no longer understood
why they were LDS.
Because their reason for joining the
church wasn't right. Then I have to use me as a flip side,
they used to tell me I was radical because I was so determined
that ever since I joined the church to remain who I was, who
I am, who I want to be and that is a proud Black woman. And
because of that they used to say oh your so radical or your
never going to do anything in the church, and they're going to
excommunicate you and I used to say no that's not going to
happen.
What's going to happen is when you come to the
realization that some White man's family's not going to want
you in it then you're going to be the lost and I'm going to be
moving on. See that's what has happened. I am still moving
forward and I am stronger than I've ever been because I never
had to deal with my reason for joining the church in the first
place. In terms of Black versus Mormon. It wasn't even about
that for me, so I came for my Blackness and I was determined
that people were going to accept me as a Black woman.
Response 4:
It's your definition of assimilation, that's what it is, OK,
if assimilation means full inclusion, like being able to have
the same things that Whites have, regardless, then the
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assimilation is okay, but only if you're allowed to keep your
own culture.
Response 5:
[In a Mormon home] The speech hasn't necessarily changed.
There's that Black jargon there, there are Black cultural
things in the home, Martin Luther King or Malcolm X, or Black
books, there picture you'll see in other parts of our home
that have Black kids in them, it's Black art, a Black artist,
we still enjoy Black gospel music as opposed to the Mormon
tabernacle choir.
It's just a comfortableness with being
Black. Not ashamed of being Black, we didn't turn our backs
on the Black culture just because we joined the LDS church. If
they are thinking we had to assimilate into the White culture
be White, that's not fair.
Response 6:
Thinking about the [Mormon] women that assimilated to White
culture immediately I think, they married White. They married
White men, one lady tried to get her kids hair to be so
straight it's just falling out in patches, just round balls.
She wanted his hair to look White or something, I don't know.
They don't associate with Black groups or organizations, it's
just well why do we need to have anything different. And yes
that's true, that's idealistic so that's true to a certain
point, but it's just not realistic. They seem to think they
assimilated in to White culture, and when they're in their
immediate social group it's fine and that works but as soon as
you take them out of that group and put them anywhere else in
town they're just one of those Black nigger women no matter
what. They may try to deny it but that's how they're seen.
Response 7:
Oh no. Oh no. That's almost impossible to do. It's very
impossible to be Black and deny your culture. You may ignore
your culture for a while, but you cannot deny it. When you're
in a state where you are the minority, your culture becomes
very, very important to you. My culture becomes very, very
important to me. It's because you're different. Your culture
becomes important to you because you want to make sure that
you don't lose, and that you understand and get a little bit
more knowledge about your culture and about your heritage
because when you do genealogy you find connections in the past
with yourself.
These connections go all the way back to
Africa, except that some point in time it ends and you can't
go any further than that and that's frustrating. But you find
connections with people who came over on the boat, not as
willing passengers, but as slaves. You find connections with
the people who tried to fight for liberty here and were
killed. You find connections with the slaves in the south.
You find these cultural connections. It's very difficult to
deny your race and deny your culture.
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Response 8:
An African American that is Mormon is one that's sold out.
One that's taken a religion so they can make it here in Utah,
and they don't really understand their history either. They
don't realize that the only reason why Black Mormons were able
to hold the priesthood is because they found gold in Africa-economical reasons.
Same reasons why we had slavery,
economical reasons, and they don't have the understanding of
their background and their culture,and that's the difference
between a non-Mormon African American and a Mormon African
American.
Response 9:
It is not assimilation.
It's more so there are more White
Mormons than Black Mormons, so you're around more White
Mormons than Black Mormons, so you're involved a little bit
more in their culture. But that does not mean you deny your
own culture.
It's very difficult.
When I give talks in
Church, or when I teach in the Relief Society, it's very plain
that I'm Black. Everybody can see that, and I make reference
to it, and I bring up prejudice. We discuss the subject of
prejudice and how I feel about it, and interact so they can
understand how it feels. Well, they'll never understand how
it feels, but they can see that I'm very proud of being Black.
When my time on this Earth has ended and I go wherever I go,
if they say I have to give up this color I'm going to fight
them on that, take it to a higher judge. "Listen, I paid my
dues for this color and I want to keep it. I really like it!"
Response 10:
A.Black woman who's Mormon I think is not in tune with her
culture, or has questions/problems with it, I think there can
be some that have kept their culture, but I don't think they
really understand what it is to be Black, and I think they are
searching. That's where I think Mormonism may come into that.
And then the Black women non-Mormon, I think you have to be
strong in order to keep your identity here.
Response 11:
[I am Mormon and] I like the color of my skin. I love the
color of my daughter that just left. She's much darker than
I am. I really love her color. I love [my other daughters]
color. My son is much lighter than the rest of us, and I like
his color, especially in the summer when he gets tan.
He
looks a lot better to me then. I like my color. That doesn't
mean I dislike the color White, no. I like my color, period.
And I like the color White, but it's someone else's color and
they should be proud of their own color and I'm proud of mine.
Response 12:
Because I have a friend, a friend of my mother's that she had
some kids, she was a Black Mormon and she tried to make her
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kids assimilate into the White world, for example, they had to
wear their hair a certain way, they couldn't press their hair
and they couldn't wear a perm, and they were always
embarrassed because she thought she could make them fit into
the White Mormon culture, and they never, they couldn't, so it
was sad for these friends that I grew up with.
Response 13:
I belong to a sorority, and I have a surra, but I feel,
because she's Mormon, but I just feel that sometimes she just
does not understand, right now she's, she doesn't understand,
she's having a lot of problems because she's president of our
sorority and she's causing a lot of animosity.
Response 14:
No, you can't be a Black Mormon in Utah and keep your culture.
Because the fact that you become a Mormon, you already thrown
away your history, you've already denied your history.
Response 15:
I only know a few [Mormons]. The ones that I know, they are
typically lost, not knowing who they are and what they are and
grasping to be something else, whatever that something else
is. I see them torn between two different worlds and still
trying to maintain their Blackness and still let you know that
they're really Black even though they are Mormons. A major
difference is that non-Mormon, myself included we have to deal
with who we are and all of that just based on our race and for
a person that is LDS I see it as being harder for them because
they lack credibility among other Black women until they prove
themselves and still there is the question of how in the world
can you be Mormon.
An interesting phenomena occurred between some Mormon and
non-Mormon informants, they agreed that a Black Mormon woman
would have to be strong to survive in Utah because of the
discrimination she faces from both the White community, for
being

Black,

and

the

Black

community,

for being

Mormon.

Although this sentiment crossed over the lines of religion, it
was not shared by all of the informants.

Some non-Mormon

informants just felt as if the Mormon women must be lost, or
unsure of themselves to join the Mormon religion [for excerpts
on this subject see section above].
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Response 1:
A Mormon is a very strong Black woman, a strong one, is one
that has kept her Black culture, that has married Black, that
makes her kids realize they are Black, holds things together,
just like you would see a Black woman in any other family the
only difference is she teaches her kids about a modern day
prophet, the only things peculiar particularly to the LDS
beliefs, that's the only difference.
Response 2:
Some women have said that Mormon [Black women] are strong,
cultural wise, in identity, ya, strong in identity.
I think
a Mormon woman has to be strong in having to deal with being
a Mormon in the White community and the Black community.
In describing the non-Mormon African American women, the
informants separated them into two categories: migrant; and
Utah native.

The main distinctions found between the migrant

women and the Utah native born women were those that migrated
had

a

harder

time

adjusting

to

the

predominantly

White

society, while Utah natives had the strong family networks and
had learned at an early age to fit in.
Response 1:
I think the ones that were born and raised here blend in
better, they know how to play the game to get along with the
people who are here and those who moved here if they moved
here as children they learned how to get along, if they moved
here as adults or late teens, I think they have a hard time
and they want things to change and they want people to accept
them the way they are and accept them the way they were
accepted wherever they were from and most of them don't like
it.
Response 2:
The only thing I can think of off hand. I know of two women
in particular who were born and raised here. They talk very
proper, very very proper, and you would not know they were
Black just listening to them.
Response 3:
I think one of the more obvious things that I've noticed from
coming here from the outside in terms of other women, is I
didn't see them as being as open and friendly. Also, a lot of
the women I've met have a different understanding of the Black
struggle and that kind of thing. A lot of people I've met
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that were born here, a lot of the things we experience in
Delaware, they never did and a lot
of them don't see
themselves as Black or the race thing as a major issue and
even the ones that did, I guess they had the opportunity at an
early stage maybe to work out something in their mind to be
able to deal with the situation the way it was, they didn't
see it as this real big race thing.
Response 4:
Culturally speaking its just totally different.
From my
experience and coming from the South and being around Blacks
predominantly, I was reared in a Black community, I went to
school with Whites but I didn't start really social
interacting until I joined the church [Mormon] which was in
1987. So there are a lot of things that I kind of as far as
communicating and interacting with other people of color, or
just Whites, I just predominantly hung around Black people.
Response 5:
[I grew up here and I understand] you can walk in their world,
because you have to do it anyway, I have to go to work here,
I have to come here, OK, for example, when I'm with my
superiors, I do as they do, I talk the way they do, use
standard English, when I'm with my girlfriends, I go out to
lunch, which there's a lot of African American administrators
here, not a lot, but it's considered, there are like four of
us, then we talk Black, so what you do it's called slipping in
and out of culture basically.
So when you're with White
people, you do what the White people do, when you're with
Black people, you do what Black people do, so that's the in
between.
Response 6:
I was raised by an older lady, and when she was growing up it
was I think she was born in 1903 or something like that and
all they knew was working on the farm and staying with their
own family and just Blacks staying with Blacks, and you had to
stay in your place. She was born in Mississippi and basically
you didn't if the White man would say something to you then
you would say something back but basically you didn't go out
of your way to say something or to talk or interact with, you
just did not do that and so I was kind of reared that same
way. It's just so limiting when you do that because it almost
feels like people are different than you are when maybe there
isn't that much difference. I mean culturally speaking there
is but you can almost find something in common with anybody,
so probably someone from here, if they were open and if they
were raised around Whites and they didn't isolate themselves,
I think that they socially speaking they should be able to
communicate and get along with and understand other people,
whereas with the way I was raised in a Black community, it was
always like you were looking through a window out at people.
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Response 7:
People who were born and raised here tend to know the
community and the Caucasians and it's not, like me, okay,
you're White, so what, you're Mormon, so what, we can be
friends or that's your choice. People who move here, have a
very hard time, because the Black population is so spread out,
so they don't think that there are any Black people here. My
husband for instance came from Florida and he was in culture
shock for two years. And when I moved to Florida, I was in
culture shock because when I went to school there were all
these Black people, ya know, and every now and then you'd see
somebody White, and when I was in school here, there were like
3,4 Black kids, and I was used to that. And he was used to
that, so it's just a shock. People here tend to be not very
friendly, you can speak to someone. If I saw a Black person
I would speak and they would not speak.
I don't know what
that is but it's just different, very different.
Response 8:
I was born here and I have a very close family, a very knit,
I have 6 brothers and sisters, my parents are here, I have
aunts and uncles, grandpa here, and so that's my world, I live
in that whole world, and so I really don't belong to a
community, I don't belong to what they call an established
family either in a sense because my family is not Baptist,my
family is Methodist and Catholic. So one of the things, some
of the Blacks that were born and raised here a lot of us don't
really fit into that cliquish stuff.
Response 9:
Now non-Mormon Blacks that have moved here they have had
opportunities to see what it's like to live in an all Black
community, where we that were born here, we really haven't had
that.
The informants drew differences between the Utah natives
with

continuous

residency.

residency,

and

those

with

discontinuous

The Black women who had the chance to live away in

a Black community, in the opinion of the informants, returned
with a better understanding of the Black experience.

Both the

informants who were Mormons and non-Mormons who migrated to
Utah

and

residency,

those

who

agreed

are

that

Utah
women

natives
who

are

with

discontinuous

Utah

natives

with

continuous residency, are less likely to understand the Black
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culture.

The

Utah

native

informants

with

discontinuous

residency, felt as if living away had opened their eyes to
racist behavior.
Response 1:
There is a difference between those that never left and I can
see them wanting to be White, they really don't know what a
Black culture is, that's true too.
Response 2:
Because I left and came back and I really opened my eyes and
really saw a lot more racism going on, there's some things I
didn't know were racist, that were being done towards me.
Response 3:
While I was here, and when I moved out and came back, I saw
that difference, so there is a difference, if you never left
here, you really don't know if you're being discriminated
against, but once you go out and come back in, you see a
difference.
Also when you go out, you see more African
American role models, you go out of the community, but then
you also see more people that are poor and struggling when you
go out, when you come back here you don't see that as much.
So that's the difference.
Another sub-domain discussed by the informants but not
restricted to Mormon or non-Mormon, was west side versus east
side--both as a settlement choice and as a description of
economic

status.

The

west

side

of

Salt

Lake

City

is

considered the poorer neighborhood by some of the informants.
Other

informants

believed

the

west/east

mentality

was

something that society had created with segregated housing,
and believed that by accepting the stereotypes people were
buying into sturcturalized racism.

Several of the informants

stated that they lived on the west side so that they could
raise their children with other minorities.

The informants

who lived in Ogden and Provo did not relate to the terms, and
so could not participate in the distinctions.
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Response 1:
First of all, I think the whole east/west mentality has been
perpetrated via a racist system.
Traditionally in almost
every city across the whole of America, there's an east side
and a west side and a north side and a south side.
The
railroad tracks have traditionally divided the city, and they
put the so called undesirable on the west side and the
affluent people stayed on the east. In the early days when we
first came to Utah, everybody Black lived on the west, if you
weren't White you weren't allowed, you couldn't own property
on the east side and the same thing in ogden, if you were on
the west side of wall street where the railroad tracks were,
where nobody would choose to live but that's where you were
put, so I think that's been a systematic separation and
racism, that as we made it the making was I'm going to move
over to the east side now that I have some money, I'm moving
on up, I'm moving on out of the west side, so I think even in
terms of distribution of wealth has those same trends from a
bureaucratic standpoint because we feel that we're better than
someone because we lived on both side. It has turned into a
more of an economic kind of thing.
Response 2:
It started economic and it has moved to a social, but it
constantly moves back, it has to do with a system that was
imposed on us versus one that we walked into freely and said
when we first came, "I think I'll live on top of the railroad
track with all these industrial plants and no trees and no
grass, this would be a neat place to live," and I don't think
that it would happen and so over the years it has
traditionally been the same way and you look at where the more
affluent schools are and it's like what comes first. Someone
makes the decision of where are we going to build a school
with a swimming pool and this one won't have one, and it may
be the one that has the less resources or the less glamour and
the less everything happens to be on the west side, so that
mentality is continued and perpetuated.
One of the things
that happened too, is that a lot of us believe what we hear.
We believe a lot of the myths about ourselves and about other
people. I think in most part that's where a lot of this comes
from.
Response 3:
Okay, now living on the west side, as I understand it, there's
a lot of Black people who live on the west side, and a lot of
them live in city housing, and a lot of them are on welfare.
A lot of them are uneducated, so that would be considered the
ghetto part of Salt Lake City. Living on the east side, the
Blacks who live on the east side, have a little bit more money
and live in a little bit more expensive housing, and have a
little less of the problems of drugs and things associated
with the west side of Salt Lake City.
There are a lot of
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housing units here, but you would never know they're housing
units simply by the way they look.
They don't look like
housing units. I think it's a bad situation because you've
got the west side people against the east side people.
If
they find out you live on the east side, then they don't like
you.
It's just another way of polarizing people, but I do
find it here. As far as myself is concerned, since I've had
to stop working, I would fit under the west side group. I'm
on welfare and I'm going to be on welfare until I recuperate
and can get a job.
Am I ashamed of that? No. I need this
help now. Have I worked? Yes. Can I work? Yes. Will I
work again?
Yes, I will.
But right now, this is what we
need, a n d I am not ashamed of that, because when I go to the
store with my food stamps, I know we're going to eat, and
that's all that's important at that point. Being on welfare
is not a career goal.
Response 4:
I guess I live on the west side, but I've
welfare or anything, but I guess the difference
welfare women and the non-welfare Black women.
the division in my mind not so much east side
welfare women and non welfare women.

never been on
is between the
That would be
west side but

Response 5:
I have friends on the east side, a lot of my friends live on
the east side. As a matter of fact, all my friends live on
the east side, and they chose to live there and that's there
prerogative, but when they talk about the west side being a
bad place, I do stand up and say "that's not true, that's your
perception. ,f
Response 6:
The east side has a smattering, depends on where on the east
side, because I've been on the east side and I've seen some
little homes, people on welfare and some apartments and so
forth.
It isn't for me because I chose Rose Park for a reason. I
wanted my son to go to a school with more minorities. So you
know I could afford to go on the east side because you know
I'm an administrator, so I chose there not because of housing,
I chose there because I wanted my son to be as part of a
minority group.
Response 7:
you know this is a negative perception and the thing about it
is it's a perception, because, where I live on the west side
Judge Uno lives in my neighborhood, there are several retired
principals in my neighborhood, so the west side is not full of
welfare, there's a combination of different incomes living on
the west side, it depends on how west side you go or what part
of west side you go. People usually say that Rose Park is the
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Black part of town, that's not true because there are affluent
people living in Rose Park.
Response 8:
The Black females on the east side have the goals and
education to where they have the ability to pay the rent of
east side rent which is like 600 dollars a month. The women
on the west side tend to be welfare women with four or more
kids, ya, I agree with that.
Response 9:
Actually, the east side consists of anything 7th east and
above.
I mean this is called central city, this area, 7th
east to state street is central city, I'd say from state
street west is the west side.
Response 10:
Well, what, in terms of, well, like the ones living on the
east side are more, I don't know, I was going to say classy,
but I don't know if that's the word, they don't have a chip on
their shoulder, less insecure about who they are and where
they're going. A lot of the women on the west side, both
Black and White, aside from a lot of them being low income,
because a lot of them work too, they're not all on welfare or
anything, a lot of them are low income, they have a lot of
children, and a lot of them are single parents so a lot of
them seem to have a chip on their shoulder. What am I trying
to say, always on the defensive.
Response 11:
I think what it means mainly is that we've gone into the whole
class structure of a community and those of us who choose to
live on the east side consciously, I mean who seek out the
east side, because we understand the class structure, and want
to be included in those that have reached a certain level and
certain stance and those who live on the west side I think may
not be as astute, they or they may not buy into it at all, but
I don't think it's as much that as they are just not as
astute, understand that if I'm at this stature, at this class
level, I should associate with those that would be at the
right place at the right time. There are those that I know
who live on the west side who enjoy living where there are
other people who are like them but again I think it's more or
less a class, I don't think they're conscious of the fact that
even though you may be near other Black people, it's there for
a reason, and I don't think they understand, and I think that
Salt Lake the community itself is beginning to be redlined. I
just met a couple who just moved here eight weeks ago, and
they're living out in west Jordan so how did you get way out
there? And a friend of mine that's a realtor says that many
of the realtors are now steering many of the people to the
west valley, just people of color, and that's why the west
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valley is full of Hispanics, and Tongans, and Blacks.
Communities have done that, it's nothing new, it's something
that is beginning to happen here more so and I think that
people who allow that to happen are not really, you know the
first thing that I would ask is where's, what side of town
different people live on. I think some people who move here
who are conscious of where they live, first thing they ask is
where's the Black part of town, and I think that's how they
get steered to the west side.
The two sub-domains, professional women and women on
welfare, were offered as types of Black women living in Utah.
Although

several

of

the

informants

agreed

that

women

on

welfare are a type of Black women living in Utah, no one would
describe them beyond being on welfare. The professional women
were described, and most often the informants were full of
examples of friends who were in this sub-domain.
Response 1:
Oh yes, you don't even have to finish, oh yes. Professional
women have goals, they stick to them, they have priorities set
as to what they do with their money, they have money, they
have things, they have a so called savings. Those that are
working to work are living hand to mouth, their is nothing
saved. They have no material possessions, they can't afford
to get any. They are working because they know they need to
eat at the end of the day, not tomorrow, just at the end of
the day.
In particular I'm thinking of one woman whose
husband died and she received a large insurance check, in five
weeks had nothing, she just blew it on clothes, blew it on
everything, buying this and buying tickets for people for
activities in the Black community and then five weeks later
didn't have money to make her mortgage payment. And we were
commenting on how she had no saving. And this goes back to
she had no goals. A friend I was talking to said it comes
back to not having an education, and not knowing there is
something else out there. Well she lived for the day, and
that was it, when the money was gone she was worse off then
she was before She is one I'd say who works to work.
Response 2:
Professionals, [my friend] would definitely falls into this
category, definitely has goals that she set out from
undergraduate to graduate, she's working on her PhD. She wants
to be a principle, she's there, and I'm sure there's goals
beyond that I just haven't asked her and there has to be
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because she's working on her PhD. Oh yes a big difference and
mainly you see it in how much money they have.
A sensitive issue among most of the informants was the
concept of Black men dating White women.
and time again within the interviews.

This came up time
The informants felt

that a scarcity of Black men in Utah and inter-racial dating,
on the part of those Black men, resulted in a depleted pool of
eligible men for Black women.
Response 1:
Because there's so few Black men as it is and we feel that
when Black men date White women it's because Black women don't
give up everything--we're not going to go out there and just
give them everything, and I think it makes us angry because a
Black man can go to a White woman and get what he wants but
he's not going to step on a Black woman. Black women don't
like to be stepped on.
So I think that's where the anger
comes from, and then there's so few to begin with that you can
go out and date with, and so you turn around and try to find
someone to date and they're dating White women.
Response 2:
There's a lot of stuff that goes on.
I think that it
definitely has a negative impact on a lot of African American
women because the way it ends up being internalized that
they're not good enough. That the brothers don't want them
because their hair isn't straight enough, they don't do
whatever, the White ladies do. That goes on and perpetuates
a myth for African American women that they are not as good as
a White woman. That's one of the negative fallbacks that I
find with interracial relationships of Black women in
particular.
Response 3:
I think that you get more of it in Utah in probably areas like
Utah where there isn't a big Black culture, large Black
culture, but I don't think it's unique to Utah.
I think
people come here.
I have met men who come here and say I
don't ever date White women and then a year later and they're
married to a White woman.
I think White women are more
aggressive.
Some of it is that stereotypical stuff about
Black men about being better in bed and bigger and all those
kinds of things. I think that attracts White women to them
and also that counterculture stuff that I'm miss liberal, I'm
going against the status quo and stuff, here, in Utah.
I
think there's a lot of places I don't think it's as prevalent.
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You see it, but there's so many, there's a Black culture out
there to I don't think those people are especially as angry
about it, because they have choices too.
Response 4:
I think that Black men who date White women are searching
still, they're not strong in their identity. I think it's two
things, it's either a novelty and purely a sex issue, or I
think it's an identity issue where they're really not sure
about their own cultural identity and they are not confident
in who they are as a Black man. Black men who don't date
White women, I think have either been afraid to do so because
of what other people will think, the families, the pressures
of families, or they have made a decision to not do so.
Response 5:
I think it's basically because White men don't date Black
women. So when you see a Black man dating a White woman you
say I can't get a date because you're dating her and she has
all these choices, and I have such a limited number of
choices. I think that's it more than anything and then the
issue with me is sometimes when Black men date White women
they ignore Black women because it's like, they feel like to
look at us or even acknowledge our presence is somehow
demeaning to them or that's the feeling we get.
That by
dating White women or somehow they're self esteem, I know it's
all in their mind but it just raises them to a [higher] level
and we're still down here.
Response 6:
I see a Black female and a White male I tend to think okay,
she's decided that she wants someone who is going to pay
attention to her, who's going to treat her nicely, who's going
to do all the things that she would expect. Whereas I don't
think that Black men do all that.
It's kind of like the
reverse from, and I think we're missing the boat because I
think we both want the same thing.
Response 7:
Who you date is a personal preference, and for whatever reason
that you want to date this person is a personal preference.
If you're dating someone simply because they're White, I want
to know who you are so I can avoid you because that means that
you have not grown up yet. You're very immature, and I'm not
going to have anything to do with you.
If you're dating
someone White because you truly love that person, I'm glad for
you, because if you love that person, you just simply love
that person, period. I know it is a big problem here. A lot
of Black women are very, very jealous and very angry with the
White women because they're dating Black men. Unfortunately
the Black men don't quite understand what's happening.
To
them it's a bonanza. When they grow older and get a little
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bit more wiser, they will understand, but right now to them
this is a bonanza.
There is a problem here, and there is
anger. As far as me personally, I really don't care. You
could date a monkey, an orangutan. If you can get away with
it, that's your... I don't really care. What's important to
me is that I need a man. I don't care what color this man is,
what race, what nationality, as long as he has a sense of
humor, is kind, is gentle, and is a hardworking person, he's
very much rooted and grounded in the faith, he's very much a
family man, and he's got to have a sense of humor because
believe me, I can come up with some strange, get myself into
some very strange situations.
Response 8:
I don't know because I have had two White sister-in-laws so I
don't know it doesn't, I guess what bothers me about that is
that Black men have expected women in general to take care of
them, Black women don't do that, they say, no buddy, you take
care of yourself. White women tend to take care of them to
the point where it's nauseating, whereas a Black women won't
buy things, White women will buy and buy and do all this
stuff. Black women say get a life, I'm not going to do that,
and I think that that's, my opinion.
For instance why my
brother married his first wife, she bent over backwards to
make it happen. Ended up getting divorced because I don't
know. And my sister-in-law now she tends to do that and I
just don't see Black women doing that. And I know my brother
tried to date Black women and they just ran all over him. And
he was a nice guy, they just ran right over him, used him.
Response 9:
Because on a greater scale there's a shortage of Black men,
for one thing, in any given area, I think there's only two
places where there are more Black men than women.
That's
where army bases or military bases but because of what's
happening to Black men in the country, what's happening to
Black men is having a direct impact on Black women.
Response 10:
And then on top of that you have to look where the culture is
right now, we're kind of at a metamorphose right now, we're
evolving as a people...we don't want racial intermingling and
intermarriage and so forth.
Response 11:
I think that maybe another category could be made of men that
feel comfortable with who they are and because they fall in
love with somebody regardless as to who or what she is, he
makes that decision himself. But I think there are far fewer
of those men than the men who do it just because.
Even within a population as small as the

.62 percent
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(which African Americans represent as a proportion of Utah's
population), many different varieties of women are found.

The

domain, Types of Black women Living in Utah, encompasses the
broad range of life experiences that African American women
living in Utah have originated from.
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anger that African American women feel when African American
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Chapter 5

Types of White Women Living in Utah
There

were

three

sub-domains

established

by

the

informants when discussing White women in Utah; Mormon, nonMormon and non-racist.

Under the sub-domain of White Mormon

women, three additional divisions were made by the informants:
married; single; and those who left the church.

Each of these

divisions has several categories or descriptions
them.

following

Married consists of two categories; church lady and

liberal.

Those

that

left

the

church

consist

of

categories; partiers, professionals and feminists.

three
Single

women, although mentioned as a sub-domain, were not further
expanded

on--other

then

to

clarify

that

there

are

both

professional single White women and/or those who want to get
married.
category.

No

excerpts

will

be

given

on

this

particular

Under the sub-domains non-Mormon and non-racist,

several examples were given by informants to describe these
types of women, but no distinctive categories were established
(see figure 3, pp 70).
"Church lady" was often used when describing the married
White Mormon women living in Utah.

There were both positive

and negative connotations that accompanied this term.
the

more

common

territorial,

adjectives

extreme

used

nurturers,

by

the

Some of

informants

radically

were

judgmental,

submissive to patriarchy, tunnel vision, and rehearsed script.
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Both Mormon and non-Mormon informants recognized the "church
lady" image in Utah's White female population.
Response 1:
I think even with the marriage, with a lot of them, I sit on
a particular board that's all LDS, it started with all women
and now there are a couple of men that participate but very
territorial, and the whole nurturing thing, they take it into
the extreme, they'll take care of everybody, not just my kids
but everybody's kids and the whole school, and they know
what's best for them and everybody.
Tunnel vision, I know
where that would fit, in terms of they look at everything from
one perspective, it's almost like they're not in control of
their own lives, it's like they're regurgitating and acting
out a part. All of them can say it and they're all saying the
same thing. Not necessarily indoctrinated, but how do you
feel about this and everybody knows that scripture, you talk
to fifteen different people and they can all tell you that, no
wonder they can't understand what I'm saying because I'll say
something and I don't fit that script and I have to stop and
think how can I say this so they'll understand what I'm
saying. Most of the time they're lost for words until someone
comes along and helps them out. I've always found that very
interesting and very typical, the rehearsed scripts. I Wonder
where they are. Could there be somebody inside of their body,
it could be a tough political leader, could be a tough
something, but they haven't even explored who they are or
thought about having a part for themselves other than the
church.
Response 2:
This one [White Mormon Women] I think is submissive
authority and the patriarch or views of the church.

to

Response 3:
If you want me to define the White women here, I can tell you
they're very silly. Very giddy. Some of them are living in,
the year, for them is not 1993.
They haven't quite yet
understood women's liberation. They're very much male, male,
male - dependent. They take a lot of abuse from these men. The
kind of abuse where I'd kick his ass. They take a lot of
physical abuse, a lot of emotional abuse, and that's very
pitiful.
The Mormon men who do this are misusing the
priesthood, and the non-Mormon men who do this are simply
stupid. I find that a lot of them [Mormons] , their biggest
goal in life is to grow up, this order: go on a mission, go
to BYU, get married, have children, live your life with this
person, retire, go on a mission, play with your grandkids, and
die.
That is their life goal. Their lives revolve around
their husbands and their children, which is good.
I'm not
saying that's not good, but when you try to ask some of these
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women to describe themselves, they always describe themselves
in terms of their husbands and their children.
The Black
females here are the opposite.
Black females are more
independent. We don't take as much. We're a little bit more
outgoing. The abuse part, no. You hit me, you're going to
wind up with your nuts cut off.
Response 4:
Oh, and go to church every Sunday, take the sacrament every
Sunday, and they feel that they have done what God has asked
them to do, and they haven't done what God has asked them to
do.
They have done what the confines of the Church, that
"ideal life" has asked them to do, but as far as doing what
God has asked them to do, no, because some of these "church
lady" types, if I come up to them and say hello, they would
not shake my hand. Very strange. I have been in situations
where I have been the only Black person there, and if you want
to know how that feels, it feels like you're under a
microscope. Some people don't want to be prejudiced, and they
come up and say, "Hi," and other people don't want you there,
and they'll stay back.
Other people are just down-right
curious.
They'll come up and say, "How did you get your
hair?" I'm so tired of questions about my hair!
(laughter)
Response 5:
The strictness, the you cannot go do anything on Sunday except
go to church and come home and that's it, well I guess you
could do some service but that's it, you work while you're
doing service. The kids stay dressed up on sunday so the kids
get the idea that Sunday is different, no swearing, lots of
kids, not all of them but they tend to have lots of kids,
birth control, they don't get their tubes tied, or I don't
know what, however many the Lord feels is there, is there.
Soon to be here. Radically judgmental, very judgmental yes.
Oh in a sense from personal experience, I'm thinking of one
particular lady that introduced my husband and I to her son,
maybe it was just me, she said, this is [introduced them] and
they don't have kids they both have careers, as if we didn't
want kids we just wanted materially possessions, when in fact
I didn't think it was any of her business but the reason we
were both working was because I had infertility problems. I
couldn't get pregnant, no one was going to do anything for
free, and we didn't have insurance, I had to work to get some
testing and stuff done, I didn't want to go into that with
her, she assumed right off it was my choice not to have kids.
Response 6:
A snob.
The one that her every other word is, "I was in
relief society" (MIMICKED) Is there anything else we can talk
about, lets talk about Bill Clinton, remember him, you know.
I know more about that church then I ever wanted to. Because
sometimes you're in a group when you go to lunch, and before
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you know it that's what they're talking about.
They're
talking about sacrament meeting, they're talking about relief
society, they're talking about the elders quorum and they're
talking about priesthood, and you're going PLEASE. And so
after awhile you just know, I feel like I could really
participate in their church because I feel like I know more
than I want to know.
Response 7:
This church lady type dresses differently.
She wears
polyester pants, not long enough but right here [points to mid
calf] , striped shirts that are pink and blue and White and
other than the fact that she can relate to the people in the
church she is miserable. I don't think that she is a happy
person. I think that she gets all of her strokes from being
in the church.
Response 8:
Her children become her whole world I mean I adore my children
and they're part of the reason why I exist I'm sure.
But
they're her whole reason and through her children she tries to
live out all the things that she would really want to be
doing. She seems to push them to be better than all the other
kids. But also that church lady type is the most judgmental,
very most hypocritical and judgmental. Yeah, that would be
her, she's not a very nice person. And she's not a very happy
person, in my book.
Liberal was another category that was established as a
type

of married White Mormon women.

The

terms

used

to

describe this category were rich, feminists, lesbians, and
partiers.

There was some debate over whether or not a Mormon

women could be a "true" feminist, some informants felt it
necessary to clarify feminism when it came to Mormon women.
Response 1:
I think there is another type of feminist. She isn't really
into the issues of feminism or of equality, she just does her
thing, usually the rich White women who are Mormon who don't
have to work, so they get into their organizations and that
gives them the feeling of power, that enables them to call
themselves feminists. They do get involved in the issues to
an extent, not to where you have a real radical, like a person
involved in pro-choice, some kind of issue that involve women,
but more of across the world global kind of issues, so that's
the difference I see between the radical feminists and Mormon
feminists.
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Response 2:
The more liberal ones that I have known, have been women of
financial well being or have husbands that are very prominent
that have already made their positions so they don't have to
worry about what they say to an extent.
Response 3:
Yes, feminism is often associated with lesbianism. So now I
was reading something that I think was associated with LDS
women but I'm not sure where I think they're moving toward the
term womanist, I heard that in the past few months, I haven't
read anything on it, but they're going toward womanists
because feminist is often associated with lesbianism.
And
womanist don't want to be known for that.
Response 4:
But what's interesting here is you have lesbians under the
ones that left the church, but certainly there could be some
that are still in the church.
And I think Salt Lake in
particular tries to close their eyes to those kinds of things.
You know it's like you can be bisexual and still be in the
church, but when we first start hearing about aids. Here in
Utah there were quite a few males that were bisexual and their
wives had no idea. But they married because the church said
you marry, you have kids, so I think that that's a category
too. And I think that the LDS culture doesn't allow any room
for people to be human.
If you're bisexual or if you're
homosexual, then something is wrong with you, you know?
Response 5:
Lesbians, I don't know, I don't know any women who are LDS who
are lesbians. None have openly come out and said that to me.
There may be half a dozen I suspect, but they've never came
right out and said that. The ones I was in school with down
at BYU, they taught. I don't know. They didn't teach, they
were in the graduate program and something stopped them from
teaching and I don't know what.
Response 6:
Married women being liberal, I may fall into that category,
skip the White part, but I don't want my kids in an LDS scout
troupe, I want them to have a wide experience. Or I don't
necessarily, people say to my kids oh, when you go on a
mission and I'm
more or less if, and they'll say are you
saving for your kids mission and I'll say yeah, if they choose
to go, or the money will be there if they want to start a
business or go to school, just so my kids have a choice.
Response 7:
The liberal feminist female within the Church is still working
within the confines of the doctrine of the Gospel. The ones
outside of the Church are living within the world's idea of
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what a feminist is supposed to be and what a woman is supposed
to be. The ones outside the Church are really a little bit
more louder than the ones within the Church, but the ones
within the Church now are becoming a little bit, they're
becoming much more louder, and that's good because they've got
some very good points that I support and that I bring up.
This thing about only men can hold the priesthood. As far as
I'm concerned, that is very, very questionable, very, very
extremely questionable. I mean, please. Show me in Black and
White where Christ said that. I don't think you can find it
in Black and White.
Response 8:
Then the feminists, I know several who are in the church. I
mean look what's going on down at BYU, I went to graduate
school with Cecelia [a professor fired from BYU for feminist
beliefs] and we went to graduate school together. And there
are several professors that fall into that category, and from
what I've seen on the media, they better keep their mouths
shut.
Response 9:
[The feminists in the church] These guys are kidding
themselves, these guys know reality, these guys are kidding
themselves, they know something is wrong, but they're afraid
to make that move, so they're just kidding themselves.
Response 10:
Ok the liberal Mormon's not going to sit there and make jam
and stuff and she's going to question, she's not going to
believe that the 12 apostles... she's going to question, and
the church lady type, she's not going to question, she's going
to accept it, and be done with it, that's the difference.
They're going to question, and the others they're going to
accept.
Response 11:
I've met ones that are still in the church that are partiers,
they just try to find ways to do it. I think that's one of
the major issues that the church has to try to deal with is
the fact that we try to make a whole new breed of people
without recognizing the natural tendencies to have fun and
party in whatever way. And it takes place in different ways.
Party doesn't always mean sex, drugs and all of that. They
want to party and have fun, and you can't do that. You have
to be Mormon and once you're 18, once you're an adult, you
have to settle into this life style and there's something
inside just trying to get out.
"Those that left the church" are another type of Mormon
White women that live in Utah described by the informants.
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Partiers, professionals, and feminists were listed as the
three types of women that left the church.

Even though these

women

informants

have

left

the Mormon

church,

the

categorized them as being a part of it.

still

One women explained

that the strong animosity that is felt among women that leave
the

Mormon

church,

binds

them

together

in

a

type

of

by

the

counterculture.
The

types

of

partiers

that

were

described

informants were sleazy, bold, and the type that likes to date
Black men.
wanted

Most of the informants felt that the women who

to date Black

men were

sleazy

and

bold

in

their

pursuits, but became very submissive once they were in an
interracial relationship.

Some informants suggested that the

partiers left the church because they could not conform to its
strict guidelines.
Response 1:
I think that those that leave because they're partiers leave
because they're going to have other experiences, that they
would maybe feel restricted because of the church. And those
who have friends outside the church, or have left the church
have maybe been exposed to other things.
Response 2:
Maybe they aren't active, because I do know women that were
raised in the church or there families are LDS so I assumed
they were raised in the church, or they was baptized a Mormon
or [they might say] I was a Mormon, not that they were
excommunicated just that they are inactive, partiers.
Response 3:
As far as the sleazy type, I've seen some type of White women
with Black men that I wouldn't get close to to scratch because
they look like "AIDS!"
A sign on them said, "I got AIDS!
Don't step where I step, you'll get it too!" I've seen some
women that look like they don't know what soap and water is,
and that deodorant is a foreign thing, and that feminine
hygiene spray just isn't there. I kind of wonder what's on
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some of these brothers minds.
If you're going to pick a
woman, pick her for qualities. Good solid qualities. Whether
she's Black or White, good qualities.
The strength of
character, can she wash herself.
Response 4:
It seems like to me, everybody I know in that category smokes,
they smoke cigarettes, it's like I'm going to make this
statement. And that's not a real big counterculture deal but
that's just when you get in it [the church] and you get out
you want people to know that I am no longer a part of.
Response 5:
Okay, I see following your lines under women, ones that leave
the church that are radicals and then it goes into partiers
and the sleazy type that like Black men. I don't know if they
leave the church, there in the church and the church is
finding the Black men. I know one guy's experience where he
was at a church dance and this White lady was jumping up and
down and in his face and getting his attention while he was
dancing with another White lady. And he ended up going home
with her that night and they were making out some but then he
said it was the second night he slept with her. It was an LDS
woman that introduced him to the church later but that was his
introduction, yes, and she was already excommunicated. There
are partiers yes.
Professional women were mentioned under both categories
of single and those that left the church, but they were never
mentioned under married White women within the church.
were

usually

considered

educated.

When

discussing

They
the

category of professionals, the informants tended to be more
positive about these women's positions.
Response 1:
I think ones that left the church, they're a professional kind
of people. Because these people are educated and they realize
that they don't want to be married, but they could be married
and be professionals too.
I think they're young, I think
they're the yuppie type, they're just starting out, I think
they want a little more to life than they're parents had, but
I think they're more of the yuppie ones. And they moved here
with big corporations. Corporate move-ins. And they probably
have a bachelors, a bachelors plus usually.
Feminists who have left the Mormon church are considered
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more radical then those who are still members.

They are

sometimes seen as rebelling against the Mormon church, rather
then actually participating in feminist causes.
Response 1:
Those who leave the church because they're feminist I think
they do so because I think they're just rebelling against the
patriarchy, I don't think they're true feminists.
Response 2:
Well the feminists have strong beliefs that are anti-Mormon,
in a sense that the woman's place is not in the home. I think
your feminists are your most educated women too.
Response 3:
See, I don't know that I know anyone that I could classify as
either feminist, as in really proactive and going out and
burning bras type of women. I know women that have left the
church, and most of them are so bitter about the church and
things that happened to them or whatever. They're so radical,
their views are so opposite to the church's views, so to me
they're in their own counterculture.
The next sub-domain established by the informants was
non-Mormon.

Although they were very clear in distinguishing

this as a sub-domain, they could not explain to a great extent
what non-Mormon White women in Utah were like. The adjectives
they used to describe them were feminists, racially conscious,
professional, welfare, those that moved here, those that grew
up here, and the opposite of submissive.

They often used an

example of someone they knew who was not Mormon that fit into
one of the adjectives above.
Response 1:
My next door neighbor here. I don't even know what she is
though.
Probably a few in the neighborhood, but I don't
really know what religion they are I just know they aren't
LDS. They work, professionals.
Response 2:
And the sad thing about that the poor non-Mormons, they don't
have access to the church welfare system. You know there's no
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one, I mean they're, they're really out there by themselves,
because there's nobody to take care of them.
At least if
you're in the Black community you know they're going to take
care of you. Or here, if you're in the Mormon church, they
have the Mormon Relief Society and stuff, but if not, you're
just out there in no man's land.
I'd rather be, I mean I
would hate to be a poor White woman here in Utah. That would
be the worst.
Response 3:
I always assume anybody I meet whether it be male or female is
LDS, I never assume anything else. They have to let me know
by actions or words or something that they're not. And I am
probably more relaxed around non-LDS people, just because the
Mormon culture is so, to me real confining, real narrow, and
their views are real narrow.
The non-racist type of White women was the last subdomain discussed by the informants.

The informants often

differentiated between those that were sincerely non-racist,
and those that just wanted to appear non-racist.

O

n

e

informant stated that a Mormon woman could not be a nonracist.

Most informants felt that being a particular race or

religion did not constitute racism, but rather that socially
learned behaviors, or buying into structuralized racism is
what causes a racist ideology.
Response 1:
They don't want people to think that they are racist but when
you're trying that hard you're really trying to fix yourself,
ya.
I think that when you try that hard that there's
something that is not real. I mean being a Black female, you
don't have to try that hard. Being a Black female you say,
take it or leave it. If you try up to a point, but if you
keep trying and you overdo it then it's not real, to me.
Response 2:
I know some, well I've come across some that are that way,
that like Black people that like to be around them, that
aren't racist, that hate that White people are that way.
they're into the Black cause and everything. They seem to be
really true people, they seem to be.
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Response 3:
You can't be a Mormon and be a non-racist. Because as long as
you share the power, as long as the power's oppressing another
person or people, you are a racist by association.
Response 4:
I've run into a very large group of women like this, and I've
run into some non-Mormon women, like this, but most of them
that I've run into have been Mormon women because that's the
circle that I run in. It's not curiosity. It's simply, "I
want to understand you, I want to be your friend. I want to
tell you..." One woman even told me that she was sorry for
slavery. Although she didn't have anything to do with it, I'm
quite sure one of her ancestors did. I could have ran that
down and made her feel bad, but I simply said, "Thank you very
much," because I knew it was from the heart. I've had very
many emotional and very many spiritual talks with women here,
Mormon women, about the subject of racism, and about the way
they feel about me. Not just being Black, but being a person,
and being a child of God. It's very emotional, much more than
in Chicago. The people in Chicago were non-Mormons. Those
were the ones that I lived around. It's very different there
than it is here. There is a general outpouring of love and of
trying to understand.
I find that one of the beauties of
being here.
Response 5:
Uh huh, well, I don't know, I think there are a very few. I
don't think you know until you're faced with something, like,
I don't know it's kind of hard to explain. Like, you don't
really know someone is your friend until something happens
where you really need them, something like that. Until you're
in a situation with them and you see how they really react.
But I think that it's possible. I really can't answer because
you don't know until something happens.
Response 6:
Do I think as far as it's concerned for a White person to be
non-racist? Yes, I do, because I've run into a few. I have
a few friends who have adopted Black children who will not
consider themselves to be a White family. They will tell you
up front they are an Afro-American family. And they are very
proud of it. I have seen one of the men. But he was holding
his daughter, who was Black, and I looked in his face and
there was love there, the love that the father has for his
child. Is it possible for a White person to be non-racist?
Yes. Only within the confines of God.
When you have God in
your soul and in your heart, yes.
If you do not have God
there, you're working on man's laws, man's rules, man's
establishments, no. When you're working on what God says and
only what God says, and what the spirit whispers and tells you
to do, yes.
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Response 7:
Yes, I've seen one, not here. It's like the do gooder kind.
The ones that want you to know that they're not racist. They
really want to be your friend, but really don't know how to do
that.
Response 8:
I think it depends on the circle that you're in. I see that
professionally. I see that two ways, I just see two types of
women. I see those Mormon women who are involved in the church
who do it more so because they don't want to be known as a
racist, they want to prove to themselves and to you they don't
see color. And then I see the women who do it because they're
not racist, but they don't seem to understand why they're not.
They still say you're just another person like me. They don't
get to the point that they know, which is very superficial,
because we're friends, we don't have to discuss anything
because there's nothing to discuss. And then there are those
who go out of their way because they want to understand, they
want to know more about you, and they want to have
discussions, they want to understand what this whole issue of
racism is about, and I think those are people who seek out,
and there are Mormons within that group as well. And I think
they're afraid of being known as racist but they do it as more
of a genuine, I really want to know, what the issues are, I
want to talk about these things.
Response 9:
I think a non-racist is someone who understands racism,
understands how it impacts their own lives, how it impacts
everyone's life, and how we've been privileged by racist
institutions.
I think people who understand that and know
that, and do their part in trying to dismantle that, are
people who I would classify as non racist.
The three sub-domains of White women living in Utah;
Mormon, non-Mormon, and non-racist, reveal the perceptions of
African American women living in Utah.

It is through the

above excerpts that we can see the divisions within each of
these sub-domains.

Analysis of Mormon Women
When described as a "church lady type" (pp 75-79) the
Mormon White women is seen as being radically judgmental and
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overly nurturing.

The Liberal White women was perceived as

being a feminist, and yet at the same time was denied true
membership

in

that

category

because

some

informants

saw

Mormonism and feminism as being contradictory(pp 80) .

The

Mormon White women who left the church were more likely to be
considered feminists, but were still classified as feminists
who were rebelling against the Mormon church--in contrast to
other regions where feminism would stand on its own(pp 82).

Analysis of Non-Mormon Women
The

non-Mormon

White

women,

although

discussed

very

little by the informants, was described in a variety of ways.
Some informants inferred that they got along better with nonMormon White women then Mormon White women(pp 83).

Analysis of Non-Racist Women
Under the sub-domain of non-racist, clarification was
constantly being given concerning whether someone was really
not racist or whether they just wanted everyone to think they
were not racist.
were racist.

Only one informant believed that all Whites

Most felt they knew at least one or two White

women who were not racist.

When being Mormon was added to

being White, some informants believed you could not be a White
Mormon and not be racist (pp 80).
The next chapter is on The Recommendation for Moving to
Utah.

It describes both the push/pull factors that affect why
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African American women relocate to Utah, and the stay/leave
factors regarding whether or not they will remain or leave in
the future.
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Chapter 6

Recommendation to Move to Utah
When asked the question, "If you had an African American
female friend who was thinking about moving to Utah, what
would you

tell her?"

the

informants

recommendations

varied depending on the friends personal situation.

were

The seven

sub-domains established under the domain recommendations to
move

to

Utah

were:

single;

married;

social/cultural;

employment; family; physical landscape; Mormonism.
informants

cross

qualified

the

categories

so

responses applied to more then one category.

Often the
that

their

For example,

some informants would restrict their answer to women who were
both single and Mormon so as to explain the difficulty in
getting a job and finding a Black male partner.

Under these

circumstances the excerpts are placed in the sub-domain which
most reflects its content.
The informants did not recommend that single African
American women move to Utah.

Both Mormon and non-Mormon

single women were discouraged from coming on the basis that
there are so few Black men and a limited social life.

Single

informants shared experiences from their own lives as advice
for people who were considering relocating to Utah.
Response 1:
I have many girlfriends who are here now who are ready to
leave, and because they're single, because there's not a lot
for them to do. So I would make sure she understood that up
front, and depending on her [employment] status, you know,
that would make the difference in how she would like it, or
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how she would accept it.
Response 2:
If she's single, as most of my friends are, I would say there
aren't that many Black men here. And, so, if you're coming to
Utah, you come for a purpose other than that.
Response 3:
So as a single person I began to see how Utah was limited in
what you could do, what your opportunities for meeting men
were, your opportunities for socializing, and how you tended
to get left out of many of the activities because it was, the,
I guess, the flavor is so much a married, I mean, everything
is geared towards married couples and families.
So as a
single person, even when the Black families got together, the
single women were kind of left out.
Response 4:
I'd tell her no. If she were a single female and she had kids
or I'd tell her a different place to move because it's lonely
if you're an African American and you don't have, you have to
fit in. There's a clique here in Utah, and you've got to fit
into that community clique. OK if you are not Baptist, if you
do not belong to one of those churches, the two dominant
[African American] churches, then you really don't have a
Black community. There are no Black men in Utah, I mean that
are available. You know if she were single, it's really hard,
you know if she wants to date Black men. And then she'd have
to put up with a lot too because a lot of Black men here in
Utah don't date Black women. And especially if she's a
professional Black woman they don't like to date you because
they see you as having more.
Response 5:
I think if you're a young woman, not very active in the
[African American] Church and those kinds of things, and you
like, you know, like when I was young I used to like to go
dancing at the clubs and things like that. There were times
that it was hard because there's not a lot of Black people
here. So I think that it limits your opportunities for dating
and all of those kinds of things.
Response 6:
If she was LDS and single, I would say do not do this, because
the pool of African American LDS people is, it's large
considering the amount of [African American] people that we
have in the Church in general, I think it's a larger group
here than I've seen in other places, but she really will be
restricted to that group of people, because non-LDS African
Americans will reject her and she won't have friends in that
community, and she'll have to pretty much stick to the LDS
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African American community.
And if she's single and she's
looking for a husband or trying to date, she's going to find
herself limited because the community that I'm associated with
consists mostly of married people and/or very young teenagetype children. Depending upon her age, if she were a college
student, then maybe she would get hooked up with a couple of
people at the Y, but there are not a lot of eligible LDS
African American men that are floating around just waiting to
be snapped up, so she would find herself very frustrated
socially, and I would say that I would not encourage her to do
that, to make that move, that she would feel, I think, very
isolated and very frustrated.
Response 7:
If she was single and non-LDS, I would probably say this is
not the best place to go if you're looking for a strong
minority population, if you're looking for a lot of diversity,
but there is a significant community of African Americans in
Salt Lake and the Ogden area, and you know, she could probably
have a pretty good social life there, but I think that she
would feel pretty isolated in the mainstream.
Response 8:
I do have a very close [single] friend in Orlando, Florida,
who is a lawyer. If she was thinking about moving to Utah I
would seriously tell her to think about that.
I don't see
many opportunities for her in her field here in Utah. For one
thing I don't think Utah is big enough.
I don't think the
minority population, be it African American, Hispanic, Asian,
whatever, is large enough for the many, many lawyers that are
here. I also think that for her, she's been in Florida all of
her life, one part of it or another. I think for her it would
be a real culture shock. She's pretty liberal but I think she
could probably deal with the culture, mainly the religion
here, the basic religion here.
I think she could probably
deal with that at some level. I don't think she could get a
full understanding of the impact that the LDS religion has on
Utah and the social life here, the religion, the housing. I
don't think she would fully understand it. I don't think that
she would be comfortable here.
Response 9:
I would say that if she's a young woman looking for an active
social life in the African American community, if she was
single and dating from that perspective, I found that to be
difficult.
When referring to married couples, the informants had
mixed feelings about whether or not they should move here.
Often they would qualify married couples moving here based on
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whether or not they had a stable marriage, a good job waiting
for them, children, etc.
spoke

of

the rejection

American community.

If they were Mormon the informants
they would

face

from

the African

If they were non-Mormon they warned of a

negative side to the strong emphasis placed on family by the
Mormon

culture--to

relationships

the

point

together.

of

trying

Participation

to

keep

abusive

the

African

in

American churches was the only benefit to married couples,
recognized

by

the

informants.

They

felt

with

this

association, married couples would be able to build networks
of friends and associates.
Response 1:
I'd tell her no. Well you know what I'd tell her? I'd say
first off if you're married, if you have a good marriage and
you're coming into a good job, and you are a Baptist, I'd tell
her, you know, and she's not much for a nightlife, I'd say
it's OK. I'd tell her if she had all those qualities, I'd say
if you had a good marriage and your marriage is stable, and
your husband has good self-esteem, and you don't really have
to worry about going out being in the streets, you know and
you don't have any kids, and you don't plan on having any
kids, then this is a good place to be, and if you can get a
good job, this is a good place to live.
Response 2:
I think it's different.
I think when you're married you'd
have a partnership so you're not so alienated if you have a
good bonded relationship. And then it may not be as difficult
to get involved in some of the African American churches, to
find other couples and friends.
Response 3:
If she's married and they're coming as a couple, then the
isolation won't be as great because she will have someone, but
socially, then again, the greater African American community
will not associate with you.
And when its found out that
you're LDS, you're almost always shunned.
And some people
will associate with you, but some people will just come right
out and tell you that they choose not to associate with you,
and sometimes it's very blatant and sometimes it just comes in
a form of just ignoring you and never asking you to go to
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social occasions and just pretty much dismissing you socially.
So they would have to be prepared to be in an all-White
environment that would be sometimes accepting, but not really
thrilled that you're there. And so you have to face a time of
great social loneliness, and if you're very African American
and have been used to a lot of traditional things, activities,
holidays, foods, it just feels so very peculiar to be here
and not to be able to enjoy that with other African American
people.
If you get in with an LDS African American group,
which there's only one that I know of, you do find yourself
having a little bit more fun, but everybody's so scattered
that, you know, the times that you meet with people are not,
are so infrequent that sometimes you can feel really lonely.
You wait for those opportunities, but your everyday life is
kind of lonely.
And if you're the only African American
family in the neighborhood or in the vicinity, it gets weary.
It gets weary.
But it would still be better if you were
married than if you were single. I would never suggest anyone
to come here single.
Response 4:
The African American population is very spread out here in
Salt Lake, let alone Utah. You might drive down the street
and see couple of Black people. I don't think that coming
from the South you would get used to that real easy.
My
husband is from Florida, and when we moved here, he went
through a couple of years of real culture shock, and trying to
find a decent job in his field was impossible. I don't know
if it was because he was African American from out-of-state,
didn't understand how to play the games, the rules of living
here in Utah. I do think for many people of color, there are
certain kinds of rules that you have to follow. Coming from
Florida, your main work force and environment happens to be
people of color. So if you come here then that would be hard
to take. I think that for me, I was lucky. I got this job
and work with many diverse populations, be it color or just
different kinds of things. So I was fortunate. I was also
fortunate that I had lived here before, so I kind of knew the
rules.
Response 5:
I think there is a difference if you're married in Utah. I
think the difference is that they look at, the whole and main
focus of Utah society is that the Church [Mormon] believes in
family.
Keeping families together, doing whatever is
necessary to make sure the family unit doesn't break up. I
think once that unit breaks up they look at people as not just
females and males, but as having failed and not being worthy
of. . . , I have seen women jump through hoops because they are
single and have children.
They could be coming out of an
abusive marriage, or an abusive relationship and particularly
if you're raised LDS, your job is supposed to be wife and
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mother at any cost. And so when they finally get tired of
their abuse and they leave, they still have this embedded
training in them that somehow they failed because they didn't
manage to keep the family together. A lot of women who have
been abused, physically, emotionally, or whatever, have gone
back because of those reasons, and I find that very hard to
stomach. I have had some women tell me that the bishop says
"It's not happening," that "You need go back home and do your
job and make sure you keep the family together." He's beat
the stuffing out of this woman, she comes in broken arms,
maybe Black and blue, but she needs to go back and keep the
family together. That's one thing, and I just have a hard
time stomaching it.
The informants found Utah deficient in both social and
cultural activities.

They warned anyone who was thinking

about moving to Utah that they would have a hard time finding
things to do. They insisted that Utah lacked diversity in its
museums,
general

and

art exhibits.

public's

racial tolerance.

attitude

The
being

informants
typical

of

spoke
the

of

the

1950s--no

Some Mormon informants were very positive

about the social inclusion they felt from their peers in the
church.
The other issue the informants raised quite often under
the social/cultural sub-domain, was the lack of Black people
to associate with in Utah.

They discussed the small numbers

as a deterrent for moving to Utah.
were not enough Black men.
racism

and

prejudice

structure of Utah.

they

They suggested that there

The informants discussed
experienced

from

the

the

social

They spoke of subtle and hidden prejudice

as being a central element of Utahn society.
Response 1:
Socially, you just have to be prepared. And I would tell her
that you can expect to not see other Black people all day
long, maybe for weeks unless you go to church. You can expect
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to sit home and not have places to go where you can socialize
with other Black people, and you can expect that you'll be
very lonely, but if you're focused then it's okay.
Response 2:
Well, first I would tell her that there's two ways of looking
at Utah, and the first would be that it's a lot different than
where she's coming from, that there aren't very many Black
people here. So that's the first thing that I would say, and
I would tell her right up front there are not that many Black
people, there are not that many.
Response 3:
[I would tell her] Some of the attitudes here are still the
ones from 1950 where they are not as racially tolerant or as
racially knowledgeable.
I went to visit some friends in
Brigham, and I went to sacrament service with them, and for
many of those people my family was the first African Americans
they had seen outside of the television. I found that really
incredible, and the women focused in on things I didn't
consider to be important. They focused in on my hair. They
said my hair was very pretty, one women said my skin color was
very pretty. But I guess if you are meeting someone for the
first time, NO that isn't it (much laughter) Maybe if your
meeting a martian for the first time.
Response 4:
It is a very good support system here, I don't have family,
blood family here but I have spiritual family here. You know
the members of the church [Mormon] that I have befriended.
Their support I have, I am very very close to the people I
have befriended here, and the friendships have been very short
friendships as far as time to build a friendship, but they are
very strong friendships. I have a lot of friends here. I
haven't found very much of a social life here, there doesn't
seem to be a lot of things to do. the town seems to shut down
and roll up at ten o'clock at night. So as far as social life
is concerned, I haven't had much of a social life, I have only
been to a few church functions. I don't know, maybe I was
considered a threat at the functions because being a single
female, or perhaps being a Black single female I felt
uncomfortable and I'm not quite sure, I'm still trying to
figure out why I felt uncomfortable. But as far as some of
the church organizations I find there are lots of things to do
here, but if you want to party all the time you are going to
be vastly disappointed. I have not become friends with a lot
of the Black people who are here, mostly because I have not
had time and they are Baptist and sometimes I find they shun
the Black Mormons that are here. They don't get as close to
us. If you like to party all the time, this is not the place
to be. But if you like being involved in doing things in
helping people this is the place to be.
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Response 5:
I would also tell her that the night life stinks. It stinks.
The liquor law stinks.
Other than that, if you're not a
person who that's important to, it doesn't matter, but I think
there are quite a few people who it is important to. It's not
important to the sense that you've got to have it, but you'd
like some options, and I don't think there are many options,
especially for people of color.
Response 6:
Well, depending on her circumstances and what she's looking
for, but I would tell people that there's not a lot of, I
think you have to really look to find cultural things relative
to African American people. Along with I think, if you really
need an African American community, that it's not really
available here in Utah. Most people don't appreciate it. I
don't think that people in Utah, that are not of color, have
learned to understand that different can be good, and
different can be appreciated, and there's something to learn
from different cultures.
Response 7:
I'm going to generalize to her, women just aren't valued here.
It just doesn't happen. I think working at the [her present
place of employment] is one of the most empowering experiences
a woman could have because women are in the leadership, women
run the organization. It's run well. I forget sometimes when
I go out there that the rest of the world doesn't believe in
human rights and ending racism and ending sexism and looking
at empowerment of women and the belief system that all people
have a right to be treated well and with respect and with
dignity. I think that it's harder for women here. I think
the value of women and all those things, it's not there, it's
just not.
Response 8:
I wouldn't necessarily discourage her from moving here, but I
would certainly tell her that it's a different place to live,
that I think that in some ways it's harder to be here and be
Black because there is not a Black community. There's nobody
to bond with, there's nobody really to talk to. There are
very few organizations that cater to Blacks, or even if you
joined clubs or whatever, you're still going to be in the
minority and it's always so prevalent and that's really hard.
Response 9:
Well, in Vegas, there was a whole Black community that is
called the West Side.
They had banks and credit unions,
grocery stores, churches, fire stations, police stations, that
were all Black. You could stay in this community and never
see a White person. That's why I moved there. I was born in
Utah state, I said, "I want my kids to be raised in an area
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where there are a lot of Black students, a lot of different
things." And when you saw that you really felt good.
You
could see your people accomplishing things that you don't see
in Utah. I'm sure they are [here too] but there's so few of
us and we don't know each other, that you don't know what
they're doing.
Response 10:
From 1970 until 1980, during that time I was married, and I
really did not get into the social fabric of Utah.
It was
just a place to be and it was okay because there was a
community of us students who lived in the village, we all
supported one another. We all had young kids and we babysat
for each other, and so we had that sense of community in the
village, married student housing. And then, after graduating
and getting a job teaching, I had my family--my kids and my
husband--and the other couples that we would make sure we
socialized with, so our kids would have other Black kids to
play with. And then you had the church [Baptist] , so you had,
your social life was kind of set for you in some ways, and
then you had to make it, you had to create it in other ways,
you know, you had to make sure that you got together for
barbecues or whatever with other Black couples or families, so
that you had that outlet.
Response 11:
I would tell her that Utah is not like, that it's racist in a
lot of ways, ways that are different than experiences that
many of us have in the South, or have had in the South, or
have in other places. I would say that it's kind of subtle,
and that you wouldn't recognize it, but it's here, and there
are ways that you can deal with it, if you know that. I tend
to tell people, also, that it's a friendly place though, and
that if you have the experience that I've had in certain
career fields, in many ways I've been accepted by everybody.
And to me, that proves that there is an accepting feeling, to
an extent, you know, and I haven't run up against very much
opposition.
Response 12:
When it comes to Friday or Saturday evening and you think
back, "Well, if I were in L.A. I could go here, I could go
there, or get a bunch of friends together, we can do this and
that and the other," and you're here and you can't turn on a
good radio station, and you can't find a place where Black
people hang out. You're just kind of like, "What am I doing
here?"
But that's a fleeting moment and it passes or you
either pull something or call a couple of people and say,
"Come over, let's play cards, let's do something this week?
together." But you have to touch, you've got to get together
with other people, and that's what really is intriguing to me
about culture, because I took all that stuff for granted back
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in L.A. and I really never thought about the need that people
have to be with other people like them.
Response 13:
I think that that's the image problem that Utah has. They
have it, in a sense, they have it with the population at
large, with everybody, the general population, but it's even
more so with African American communities, that Utah is just
this place where all the Mormons hate you and they treat you
bad and you're a second-class citizen. And for the most part,
most African Americans I know, professionals in this state,
are doing quite well.
Response 14:
I'd tell her that the people in Utah as far as being
prejudiced, the people in Utah are a lot different from the
ones down south, the ones down south, they'll just come out
and let you know how they feel about you. The ones in Utah
will hide it. They hide behind a shield, they pretend, they
fake a lot. Maybe someone who just came here wouldn't be able
to spot it. It's really different. Yes, I do think people in
Utah basically are really prejudiced, I do.
And I think
that's really sad because you know it makes me sad, It makes
me sad that people feel this way about different races and
colors and that they judge people just by their color.
Response 15:
I'd tell her straight up, there's nothing to do in Utah, there
is nothing to do no matter what color you are. There is just
nothing to do. Utah is a real dead town, there's nothing to
do, unless you like to do things like me.
I like to go
camping. I like to be outside and stuff.
Some informants recommended Utah as a relocation option
based on the general economic situation--employment and career
advancement

opportunities.

Others

suggested

that

these

employment opportunities only exist within certain fields, and
for those who have certain skills.
between

the

informants

as

There was disagreement

to whether

or

American women has a harder time finding
majority population.
women

not

an

African

a job than the

The informants spoke of disrespect for

in the work place.

They

attributed

this

to

male

domination and the patriarchal assumption that a woman's place
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is in the home.
Response 1:
If she had the education that she could get a good job I would
tell her yea [come to Utah] . But she really would have to
have a good education. To me it is really hard for Blacks to
get a good job unless they are educated.
Response 2:
Well, because people assume if you're Black you're not as
qualified. Or maybe basically because they don't, ok lets say
you're an all White company they're not going to really hire
that Black person because they don't want to like, maybe I'm
saying it wrong, but kinda like mar the company because there
is one Black person working there. Lets say a Black person
starts working for a company and after they know them and have
worked for them for so long, their attitude completely
changes. Completely.
Response 3:
So I would tell her that it just depends on your career field.
I've talked to other African American women in other areas,
who say, "Well, the doors have been shut, I can't get in."
But in my particular career field [education], they've been
open and opportunities have been good for me, and I understand
that, and I think I know how to work that. So you just have
to be kind of politically astute and understand the issues of
how racism is manifested in this area and how that's different
from other experiences that we may have had.
Response 4:
You come to either continue your career, to start a career,
because many of the opportunities are good here. Think of it
in terms of a way to improve your career, to advance and to
concentrate and focus on what you want to do.
Response 5:
In a work situation, a [inner city] male would react, if he is
my supervisor, then he is my supervisor, and he approaches me
as if he is not afraid of me, and he approaches me as if I
know what I'm doing, and I'm competent to do what I'm doing.
He approaches me as if I have some valuable viable ideas to
contribute to the firm. So therefore if I have an idea it is
listened to, I can go into his office and say I think we
should do this, or look I think we should do that, or look I
think this is not the right way to go on this simply because
I have done it and it is not efficient. Try it this way and
it will cut out so and so and such and such. Here the males
do not approach you like that, they approach you as if "type
this, fold this, send this".
Your ideas are not really
solicited or appreciated. You can not deal with them on the
same basis, you can not face them face to face and say I think
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we should do this this way or I think we should do this that
way.
If you do that then they look at you as if you are a
threat.
And especially being a Black female I have to be
aggressive. And aggressiveness here is very uncomfortable for
the males cause they don't know how to appreciate it. I think
its fear, basic fear, not having to have dealt with lot of
Black females. And the way they think of females as being
homemakers, and not career women. And the way they think of
homemakers in the home--you clean the house you have the
children, although you're stressed out, that's ok cause this
is you're domain, my domain is the WORLD.
Response 6:
As far as finding jobs and that kind of thing, I guess it
would just depend on what kind of field you're in.
I know
when I first interviewed [for a job] twelve years ago, I had
been on quite a few interviews. I had the qualifications, but
I think people were real leery to hire me and have me on the
front line, as a Black woman, twelve years ago. They were
real leery. You could feel the apprehension. It was scary.
I don't think it's that bad now, but I still think that it's
there and you can't say that they're discriminating because
it's so underground. So she would have to be careful. If she
was transferring here, that would be a different story. If
she already had a job that would be a different story. But
just to come here cold turkey to get a job, would be tough,
unless you had a lot of skills.
Response 7:
What I mean is that here, when you are say, for instance,
looking for employment, you go in and you present yourself in
a more humble way than you would anywhere else. And when I
say humble I mean, I really need the job, I can do this, I
just need a chance, and maybe then you might get the position,
whereas I think in other places you wouldn't have to be that
humble. Not like here, it's like you need them, and you can't
sell yourself on "you need me" . You have to need them, and I
really believe that.
The informants were divided as to whether or not family
was

a good

reason

for recommending

Utah

as a

preference for other African American women.

relocation

Some felt Utah

was a safe place to raise your family without the street
problems that a lot of children in larger cities face.

Others

felt that the lack of diversity was damaging to a child's self
esteem.
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Response 1:
I would tell her it's a very good place to raise your kids as
opposed to other cities. I do think that I am fortunate to
have raised my kids here in Utah.
They have some streets
smarts but they don't have all of them, which I'm real
grateful for. They don't need to have those kinds of street
smarts that other kids in other cities are exposed to, just to
survive. I think Utah is one of the better places for them.
Response 2:
I think even for a couple I'd be concerned about their
children, and where they lived. I'd be concerned about the
neighborhood and how they were treated. I don't trust a lot
of people that I don't have a close relationship with.
I
wonder what it's going to be like for my son and I worry about
that all the time. I have to talk about African American
leadership because I know even in this day and age, he's not
going to get it in school. I teach him a lot about what our
people have done in this country, why we have just as much
right to be in this country, and how we have built this
country as much if not more than most of the people who say
this is their country. And I believe very strongly that this
country in many ways was built on the backbone and the sweat
and blood of African American people, and we have been treated
as poorly as any racial minority.
Response 3:
If she had kids, as a place to raise her kids it's hard. If
she's got kids, they really don't fit in anywhere and there
are so few African American children. And unless they belong
to one of those churches, you know, they might be able to get
into some of the community groups that they have there, but
otherwise, no.
Response 4:
I have a little five year-old girl, and particularly for her
it's important, I mean, because some of the values and beliefs
and morals here in Utah are very healthy for kids. I think
that at the age of my daughter that those are important. I
grew up with those. I think they are still embedded with me,
and I want her to go through the same values and morals. I
think in a different setting it might be a little different,
because I think other people and other girls or other kids
grow up with survival skills, and so I think in Utah you get
survival skills, but they are not as serious.
Response 5:
I would tell her that she can expect to find life a lot
easier, not as hectic, you're not stressed out worrying about
whether or not you're safe. That was one reason that I came
back, because I had young children at the time when I came
back, and decided that this was a better place for them than
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L.A. It didn't have the everyday influences and the everyday
pressures of dealing with things that they had to deal with in
L.A. So, for that reason, living here is a lot easier, a lot
safer, especially for a single Black woman, and especially for
children.
Response 6:
I would tell her to come on especially if she has children,
because this is a very good atmosphere with children. But I
would tell her this is not heaven, this is just much better
than the inner city of any large country, or any large city in
the United States.
Response 7:
If she had children, especially teen children, I have a son
that's struggling right now, if they were teenagers already I
would say I wouldn't come here because my daughter who is
fifteen and there are no Black boys to date, and the White
kids, and because of the culture, the strong LDS culture and
they're also drawn into that, that when they're little kids it
doesn't matter. All of a sudden they get to be young women
and young men and it makes a difference, and so there is this
separation. It's quiet, and you can't put your finger on it,
but it's there and you're always preparing your kids for the
separation, so to come into that as a teenager when you're not
used to being treated like that, I think it would be very,
very hard. It would be hard if a kid didn't really have high
self-esteem, that wasn't ready to start over, I would
definitely tell her not to move here at that point.
When describing the physical landscape the informants
were always positive.

They were conscious of warning others

about adjustments that might need to be made to the altitude
or

the

cold

weather,

but

this

did

not

stop

them

from

recommending Utah as a relocation option based on its beauty.
Response 1:
It's clean. If you like the outdoors, the scenery, I mean,
it's just beautiful.
It's something that grows on you,
people. I often tell people who move here after their first,
"Give it about two years, two, three years, after that you're
here."
The first two, three years they hate it, every day
they complain, and after that, though, it grows on you and
it's like you're here, you're stuck here.
Response 2:
First of all its clean, its much much cleaner [than the inner
city] as far as garbage and debris on the street. There are
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not lots of people walking the streets late at night, there
are not large apartment complexes that house maybe ten or
fifteen thousand people within a certain area. Most of them,
most of the apartments in Salt Lake are mostly duplexes or
fourplexes or either single family homes, that you can either
own or rent. So geographically its a much smaller population
spread over a larger space, so you don't have that condensed
crowded situation here, that you would have in a city like
Chicago or New york, or St Louis. I would tell her that there
is a time of adjustment, physically there is a time of
adjustment because the altitude is much higher.
Your body
needs to get adjusted to this, I was not aware of that when I
came and I was sick and didn't quite know why. And you need
time to, Your body needs time to adjust.
Response 3:
There's just so much about the mountains and the peacefulness
of it, and being with nature, it's a very human experience. So
it's a place where I can really get away, and my son can just
go and run and be with his friends and just have a ball.
Response 4:
It's a very beautiful state, but it's very provincial. It's
many, many, many, many years behind.
It really lacks
diversity, and it doesn't want diversity.
Response 5:
The mountains are great. The snow stinks, but in general I
think Utah is a wonderful, beautiful place.
I love the
mountains, but like I said the snow stinks.
Mormonism, although referred to in most of the other subdomains, constituted its own sub-domain because the informants
felt it was weaved into the very fiber of Utah's society.
They believed it to be ingrained in the government as well as
the general politics of the area.

They felt the patriarchal

structure of Utah's society was due to the Mormon church's
stance on male and female behavioral roles.
Response 1:
In Utah you deal with Mormonism, so if you're White, people
almost automatically assume that you're Mormon to some degree.
I think if you're looking for work, because in Utah there's no
separation between the belief system of the LDS Church and the
belief system of the political structure because ninety
percent of them are Mormon and they're rooted in how they run
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the state with how they run the Church, and how they run the
Church says that women are less valuable, but it also has said
for a lot of years and I don't believe that you can one day
change your whole way of thinking, that Black people were not
as good. So if they don't think women are very valuable, and
they've believed until late 1970s, 1980, whenever the
revelation came down, that Black people were cursed.
Response 2:
The people here, that all depends on if you're Mormon or nonMormon. If you're non-Mormon you will find the people here a
lot different. Sometimes you will find them rather backwards
simply because they don't have the sophistication of an
eastern city.
If your Mormon you might be disappointed
because you will not find as many strong Mormons here as in
the inner-city. You find a larger number in the inner city
because simply you have to be in order to maintain who you are
as a Mormon. Here you find people who have been born Mormons,
and their fathers and grand-fathers were born Mormons, so they
kind of take it for granted.
Also too, one of the most
striking differences here is the arrogance of the people.
That really does take getting used to, it really tests your
faith of who you are and what you are when you come here,
especially if you're a Black woman.
The arrogance of the
males here is even more so than the females. The males really
think that they are God's gift to the world, and they are not.
They are truly not. And if you've come from an inner-city and
you've worked, your arrogant yourself because you have had to
be to survive in the inner-cities. You find the arrogance of
the males here, in fact in the inner city the males are rather
humble, here the males are extremely arrogant, very arrogant.
It comes across in the way they deal with you male to female.
They don't deal with you like you're on the level that they
think they are on, you're far below them. They don't deal
with you on an interpersonal level, they seem to put you in a
category.
"Female, ok , someone to sleep with, someone to
marry, someone to have children with, someone to wash the
dishes, someone to clean the bathroom, someone to cook food".
They don't see you as Female--someone to love, someone to
accept, someone to listen to, someone to appreciate.
That
comes later.
This chapter addressed the push/pull factors involved in
bringing African American women to Utah, and the stay/leave
factors involved in their decisions to remain or relocate.
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Push/Pull Factors for Coming to Utah
In response 4 of the "employment" section, the informant
insisted that there are many job opportunities for African
Americans in Utah.

She explained that if a person wants to

get ahead in their field of employment, then Utah is the place
to live.

There are other informants, however, who qualify

people able "to get ahead" as being only those women who have
an education, or who are already experienced in a particular
field.
Although most of the informants listed night/social life
as a deterrent for coming to Utah, some thought that Utah's
outdoor

recreational

opportunities

(i.e.

camping,

etc.), could provide an alternative social life.

hiking

In every

response under the section "the physical aspects of Utah," the
informants described Utah's physical appearance as being a
positive

reward for moving here.

In response 2, another

push/pull factor was indicated.

The cleanliness of Utah was

compared

of

with

the

degradation

the

inner

city.

The

informant recommended Utah as a refuge from the inner city
filth.

The Stay/Leave Factors for Remaining in Utah
The informants opinions were polarized on the issue of
Utah being a good place to raise a family.

In responses 1 and

4 of the family section, the informants recommended Utah as a
place to raise their children without having to be concerned
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for their safety.
in Utah were

They insisted that the family values taught

healthy, and that the school systems in Utah

were better then the school systems in the larger cities.

On

the other hand, in responses 2 and 3, the informants discussed
the

problems

of

Black

children

majority of White children.

not

fitting

in with

the

They recommended that interested

women with children think twice before moving here.

Also

included in the family section was a response (5) on how the
life in Utah was easier--not as hectic, and safer then life in
the inner city.
The informants felt that, unless you were Mormon, the
overwhelming Mormon culture was a negative aspect of living in
Utah.

In response 1 of the "Mormonism" section, an informant

explains the difficulty of getting a job and advancing in a
company if your not Mormon.

One Mormon informant suggested

that Mormon culture in Utah, in particular, was harder on
Mormon Black women due to the lack of strong Mormons here in
Utah.

She argued that the Mormons in the inner city were

stronger in their faith then those in Utah.
The following chapter is an overall analysis of this
research

project.

It

discusses

the

push/pull

factors

affecting the relocation of African American women to Utah,
and the stay/leave factors that influence the decisions of
individuals in the present population to remain or relocate.
It also suggests two reasons for the conflict between Mormon
and non-Mormon Black women in Utah.

It concludes with a
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section on the implications of this research project for
geography and suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 7
Analysis
African American women are unique in that both race and
gender play a significant role in their perceptions of the
world around them.

The perceptions of the current sample of

African American women regarding life in Utah, presented in
the

previous

chapters,

establishes

a

basis

for

critical

analysis of their relocation preferences and the push/pull
factors that have affected them.

Push/Pull Factors
The push factors and pull factors that influenced the
informants to move to Utah were similar in nature.

Most of

the migrant informants came from inner cities, where the crime
rate was high and the school systems were poor.
their

original

residence

to get away

degradation of the inner city.

from

They left

the decay

and

They wanted to secure a home

where their children would not be involved in gangs and drugs.
They were attracted to Utah because of its low crime rate and
good educational system.
better

in Utah.

They believed the economy would be

They were also attracted to residential

neighborhoods, with fewer apartments. The informants regarded
Utah as a good place for them to bring up their children, and
to advance their careers.

None of the non-Mormon migrant

informants expressed a desire to relocate out of Utah,at a
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future time.
The Mormon informants, although they shared similar push
factors with non-Mormons, were also drawn to Utah by the
"zionistic"

descriptions

they

had

heard

of

it.

They

reportedly came hoping to be embraced by the arms of their
fellow saints. Their anticipation and heightened expectations
most often begged a difficult disappointment.

Feelings of

disappointment were reported by 4 out of 5 of the Mormon
informants.

Some suggested that further relocation out of

Utah, was inevitable.
The native Utahns were split in their relocation plans.
Two informants had moved out of Utah by the time this research
project was completed, because of an overwhelming desire to
live among other Black people.

Other Utah natives, because

their families were here and their intentions were to turn
back the tide of discrimination, were determined to "stick it
out."

They recognized the benefits, or the pull factors for

others moving in, and did not want to leave.

Reported Warnings for Moving to Utah
Chapter

6,

details

informants would give
considering
regarding

moving

the

recommendations

that

to other Black women who might

to Utah.

The

safety, low crime rate

the
be

same push/pull

factors

(less drugs and

gangs),

educational benefits, a tight-knit Black community, and a
promising economy would reportedly be used to persuade other
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women to migrate to Utah.

However, informants also reported

several warnings they would share with Black women who were
considering relocating to Utah.

One reported warning dealt

with the lack of racial, religious, and cultural diversity in
Utah.

Another suggested warning concerned the subtle racism

that exists in Utah and how such racism would

negatively

impact their children--particularly if they were also nonMormon.

Reportedly, single women would be warned of the lack

of Black men and the almost non existent night/social life.
These perceptions or warnings, offered by the informants, were
beneficial in understanding what life is like for African
American women in Utah.

The Conflict Between Mormon and Non-Mormon Women
The findings indicate that informants chose to speak
first

and

foremost

about

the differences

within their own cultural community.

and/or

conflict

The conflict between

non-Mormon Black women and Mormon Blacks, as identified by non
Mormon Blacks, can possibly be explained in one of two ways:
1) "essentialism," or 2) the perception of the LDS church as
a White supremist organization.

Hooks (1992) describes the

conflict created by focusing on "differences" in some African
American communities as "essentialism," or the need for some
African American women to view all Black women as stemming
from the same life experience.

Therefore, Blacks who appear

to have a dissimilar life experience or history are alienated
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by Blacks that share a similar life experience and history.
However, critics of "essentialism" would contend that the
alienation between non-Mormon and Mormon Black women in Utah
is in fact caused by the perceived historically prejudicial
treatment of African Americans by Mormons, and is not the
result of

"essentialism."

The historical

discrimination

explanation argues that by embracing African Americans that
are Mormon, the Black community would be embracing a White
supremist organization.
that

a

monolithic

acceptance

If this be the case, then it is not

experience

of a White

is

supremist

desired,

but

organization,

that

even

any

if it

includes Black members, is an act of treason against ones
race.
The Black Mormon woman is the link between race, gender,
and religion.

Her ties to an organization deemed to be "White

supremist" by non-Mormon Black women, would enlighten

"an

identity emerging from a different location" (Hooks 1992, pp
45) .

It is her faith, that God transcends cultural racism,

which enables her to participate in a "White church" and live
in an environment dominated by the culture of her

"White

church."
Mormon informants expressed the most displeasure with
life in Utah.

This displeasure stemmed from a rejection they

felt by both the Black community and their "White" religious
community.

Of all the Mormon informants interviewed, none

associated the rejection they experienced by their religious
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community with the truthfulness of their religion or their
faith in that religion.

From these findings, it is then

assumed that the culture of the Mormon church and the faith
(i.e., the Gospel of Jesus Christ) that underlies the culture,
are perceived as separate entities to Mormon Black women.
Non Mormons perceive the separation of Mormon culture and
the Gospel of Jesus Christ by Black Mormons as "unnerving."
The unnerving question is, "Can a Black Mormon woman be Mormon
and

still keep her Black culture?"

The question of who

decides if someone has kept their Black culture or not is most
relevant to the discussion.

If each individual decides this

for herself, then the Mormon informants would assure us that
they have not only sustained their Black culture but hold to
it as a security blanket in which to wrap themselves against
the

racist

culture

in

which

they

live.

Once

again,

emphasizing that to a Black Mormon, the racist culture in
which she lives is separate from her religious belief system.

Utah Native Informants
In a different vein, the native Utahn informants were
described

by

surroundings.

migrants

as

"assimilators"

Reportedly,

native

Utahn

to

their

informants

White
were

allotted a certain amount of acceptance by migrant Blacks, an
acceptance that was determined by the degree of their previous
participation
residency].

in

Black

communities

[i.e.

discontinuous

The continuous residency informants were often
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grouped

together

assimilators"
assimilator.

in

with
a

The

the

Mormon

symbolic
"White

informants

representation

assimilator"

as
of

"White
a

category

White

was

not

substantiated by Mormon or native Utah informants, in that
none of them reported experiencing
culture

as a result

of

living

a loss of their Black

in Utah.

The

continuous

residency informants expressed the most pleasure with living
in Utah.

Their reasons consisted of family, safety, and

employment opportunities--not White assimilation.

Structuralized Racism in Utah
When the informants stopped speaking about their own
cultural stratification, they began speaking
voice about the racism in Utah.
racism

as

being

pure

in a unified

They dismissed minor forms of

ignorance

encounters with African Americans.

stemming

from

limited

However, they discussed

the subtle forms of racism that permeate the very fibers of
Utah society as being destructive to a peaceful homelife in
Utah.

Informants suggested that African American women who

were thinking about moving to Utah prepare themselves for the
pervasive silent racism, so that they would not suffer from
culture shock upon moving to Utah.
The

White

Mormon

society

and

its

control

government was described

as having a crippling

African

informants

Americans.

The

suggested

of

Utah

effect
that

on

their

advancement was stifled due to the overwhelmingly White Mormon
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culture and government (pp 32) . Even an informant with a high
position in government affairs, spoke of a glass ceiling for
African Americans(pp 32).

East/West Mentality
Although some informants bought into Utah stereotypes of
east side dwellers as being professional and rich, and west
side inhabitants as being poor welfare people, most saw this
as a socially contrived mentality.

Some informants believed

that this mentality originated as a consequence of historical
segregation.

Other informants suggested that the west side

provided more diversity, and in that way was more beneficial
for minorities because their children could be around other
minorities.
In the early days when we first came to Utah,
everybody Black lived on the west, if you
weren't
White you weren't
allowed,
you
couldn't own property on the east side and the
same thing in ogden, if you were on the west
side of wall street where the railroad tracks
were, where nobody would choose to live but
that's where you were put, so I think that's
been a systematic separation and racism.(pp.
66)
Implications For Geography:
This research project provides an initial glimpse into
the relationship between relocation preferences, race, and
gender.

It

extrapolates

African American women

push/pull

factors

to Utah, as well

as

that

attract

factors

that

explain why some chose to stay and others chose to leave.

It
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explores the question,

"Is Utah a good place to live for

African American women?"
question,

but

informants

through

opinions

There is no pat response to this

reading

are

this

prevalent

research
and

their

project

the

council

is

obvious.
Geographical

research

has

also

benefited

from

being

offered ethnography as a suitable methodology for qualitative
research.

Before now, little geographical research relied on

ethnography.
forms

of

It is apparent that Phenomonology and other

qualitative

replicable

geographical

research

field research techniques.

theories

Ethnography

lack

offers

geography an approach to qualitative research that will offer
new

insights

into

cultural,

as

well

as

other

forms

of

geography.

Suggestions for Future Research
Future research could include an in-depth look at African
American men (or another minority group) and their perceptions
of life in Utah and how their perceptions compare with the
findings of this project.

In order to examine to what extent

this research project was influenced by the Mormon culture,
research could be conducted in another state with a comparable
African American populations. Additional research on state to
state relocation preferences should be conducted in order to
fill in the gaps concerning why people relocate to particular
states.

It is the opinion of this researcher that future
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ethnographic studies should be conducted in order to broaden
the field of geography to include more in-depth qualitative
research.
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